


Cheshire Smile is edited and managed by

disabled residents at Le Court. Contribu-

tions to the magazine are invited from all

readers. Opinions put forward in individual

articles do not necessarily represent the

official view of the Cheshire Foundation. it

is our aim, however, to encourage free

expression of ideas.

Publication dates fall roughly in the

middle of March, June and September,

but in early December.

It you would like to ensure that you

receive Cheshire Smile regularly, we should

be glad to put your name on our mailing

list A subscription form is on the back page

Deadlines for Next Issue

All news items for the September 1967

number should be received by the Regional

Editors not later than 4th July. Regional

Bulletins, letters to the Editor, etc, must be

received here at Le Court by 18th July.

No further notice of these dates will be sent

to the Homes, so please make a note of

them in your diaries. Special articles,

photos, drawings, etc., should be sent, as

early as possible, direct to the Editor, Le

Court.

On Our Cover

This striking series of covers is one more

example of the work of Richard Brown.

He has been responsible for the design of

the whole magazine since December 1963,

and we are indebted to him for many

imaginative creations.
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REI-IAbiliTATiON ANd Tl-IE CI-IESI-IiRE HOMES
The Annual Conference of the Cheshire

Foundation Homes will be held on

Saturday 24th June at the Royal Common-

wealth Society, 18 Northumberland

Avenue, London, W.C.2.

The theme chosen for this year's

Conference is 'Rehabilitation'. Linked with

this is the thought that the time has come

to draw up a properly considered and

finally agreed definition of what the

Foundation is trying to achieve — in other

words, our aims and our objectives.

Although in a certain sense these aims and

objectives were laid down when the

Founder brought the Homes into being,

it is clearly essential to take into account

the experience of everyone in the Foun«

dation. So it is necessary that a full and

frank exchange of views take place.

In the summer of 1969, when the Foun—

dation celebrates its 21 st birthday, an

International Conference in London is

planned, with representatives from all

overseas Foundations. Later, the final

definition of our role is to be drawn up, and

will thereafter become binding. The 1967

Conference is the first step towards this

end, and the conclusions reached then will

be circulated to all overseas Homes in

preparation for 1969.

In order to avoid talking at cross-

purposes, we propose for the purpose of

the discussion to use the term 'rehabilita-

tion' in its widest sense as ’the rehabilitation

of the whole person as an individual so

that he can develop his fullest possible

power of self-expression within the limits

of his particular disability'. This in contrast

to the limited and more technical sense in

which rehabilitation is sometimes thought

of as the process whereby an incapacitated

person is made fit to return to live and

work in the outside world. But even the

definition given above is offered only as a

starting—point for discussion, and sugges-

tions for a better one would be much

appreciated.

Although, mainly for practical reasons,

representatives of the disabled residents in

the Homes will not be taking part in the

1967 Conference, they will be brought

fully into the dialogue. Not only will they

be informed of what is taking place, but

there will be many opportunities for

residents’ representatives to meet region-

ally for discussions with Committee mem-

bers and with Trustees.

Memorandum from Group Captain

Cheshire

The long final Report on the World Con—

gress at Wiesbaden, West Germany, last

September. by Louis Battye, who attended

as the official representative of the Chesh-

ire Foundation, was circulated this spring

to all the Homes. (A preliminary Report

was published in the Cheshire Smile,

Spring 1967). Attached to the full Report

was a Memo by the Group Captain in

which he began by expressing his apprec-

iation of the trouble to which Louis Battye

had gone on behalf of the Foundation.

G.C. went on: The obvious lesson that

comes from what Louis Battye saw is the

necessity of being forward-looking in all

aspects of rehabilitation — namely, the

design of buildings, equipment, therapy,

and opportunity for work and hobbies. We

should make the fullest use of other

people's experience, and make sure that

every Home places the maximum emphasis

on enabling the residents to lead fuller

lives, yet of course without putting undue

pressure on the man who reasonably

wishes just to be quiet.

At the same time it may not be out of

place to stress that our role as a Foundation

is towards those who are the least likely

everto be rehabilitated. In other words, we

are here to help those who almost invariab-

ly are placed last on the list of all priorities.

lnevitably, everybody has his own partic-

ular priority, and we shall always be subject

to pressures to alter the nature, or at least

the emphasis, of our work.

From time to time, we have in fact been

led into the field of pure rehabilitation, only

to learn that this is not really our work, and

that we are not geared to do it. In one of

our most recent new enterprises, under the

Mission, not the Foundation, we have

embarked upon 3 Rehabilitation Unit for

burnt-out leprosy cases in Madras. This is

a crying need in the city, but already some

of the leprosy workers are saying that the

greatest need still is for Homes for those

who are so crippled as to be beyond effect-

ive rehabilitation. In the words of Mr. T. N.

Jagadisan, Head of the Indian Leprosy

Association: 'Rehabilitation implies some

ability, and so any Centre which has this as

even one of its aims cannot take in those

who are utterly disabled.’ -

Possibly this will be considered too un-

compromising a statement, but, none the

less, the principle holds good; those who

are the most disabled will always be

regarded as the last to be helped, and

therefore must be the first on our list of

priorities. With the passing of each year, we

may be confident that more and more

people will enter the field of rehabilitation,

which increasingly is becoming the prov-

ince of the specialist, if not of Government

itself. We may also expect that more and

more people will think that we ourselves

should followthesame path,onthegrounds

that it is a greater thing to give back a near

normal life to a man who would other wise

remain partially helpless, than it is to take

care of those who cannot hope for any

improvement. For the very reason that the

former is considered a greater thing, we as

a Foundation came into being, and must so

continue.

What then does all this mean in practical

terms? That in the renewed efforts that I

hope we will now make towards rehab-

ilitation (in the fullest, not just the limited

and technical sense of the word) we will

not begin to think that we should turn our
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attention towards those who are most

likely to benefit from rehabilitation; and,

conversely, that in giving priority to those

whom the medical profession feels little

more can usefully be done, we do not relax

our efforts to help those under our care

towards the fullest and most normal life

their disability permits.

At all costs, we must not allow ourselves

to get into a rut, and to assume that what

we have done in the past must be right for

the future. We should have the sincerity

and good sense frequently to examine

ourselves in this respect, and to be ready to

adapt ourselves to the changing needs and

methods of the present.

Family Days

In April 1955, thefirst Family Day was held

at Le Court, when the Queen Mother was

graciously pleased to pay an official visit

to the Home. On that day, Her Majesty

suggested that the Homes continue the

practice of meeting together as members of

one family once a year. The practice has

continued ever since — till July 1966, when

the gathering was held at White Windows,

Yorkshire.

Now that there are nearly 50 Cheshire

Homes in the U.K., it is no longer possible

for any single Home to act as host, as

formerly, to several representatives from

each of the other Homes. Nor is it always

practicable for all Homes to send their

representatives, For these reasons, the

Trustees have reluctantly decided to dis-

continue National Family Day on the lines

of these past 11 years.

Family Days were essentially occasions

for the bringing together of friends and

helpers in orderthat they mightget to know

one another, to meet the residents, to see

how other Homes are run, and to discuss

common problems. It is felt that these aims

can equallywell be achieved ifafew Homes

in a local area or region observe their own

regional Family Day on a date of their own

choosing.

Group Captain Cheshire and the other

Trustees would like to attend as many of

these functions as possible. It would,

therefore, be appreciated if the Homes

could inform Market Mews of whatever

arrangements are made.

 

MATRONS'CONFERENCE
On 13th/14th April, a Conference took

place at Greenhill House, Timsbury, of

Matrons from Cheshire Homes in the

southern half of the country. invitations

had gone out to 26 Matrons, but in fact

only six were able to attend (from

Greathouse, Llanhennock, Mote House,

St. Bridget's Stonecroft House, and of

course Greenhill House), along with Miss

Croisdale and Miss Moore, who head the

Service Corps.

Mrs. L. E. Makinson, Matron of Greenhill

House, was the hostess for the occasion,

and she, together with the Warden, Major

J. Pares, and members of the staff,

received the guests as they arrived in time

for tea on the Thursday. They were shown

round the Home after tea, and met the

residents. Members of the Management

Committee with their wives came along

later to welcome the guests over a glass

of sherry. Then, after a short buffet meal,

the first discussion was held, the agenda

consisting of a variety of problems

previously sent in by Matrons.

The visitors were to stay the night at the

homes of various local people, mainly the

Management Committee. They were

collected, and returned to Greenhill after

breakfast the next morning.

Mr. Wilfrid Russell, Vice-Chairman of

the Cheshire Foundation, had intended to

be present, but was unable to come. Mr.

Moysey-Adams (who is Chairman of

Greathouse, the Wiltshire Home) very

kindly came instead. ’We were very lucky

to have him,’ says Mrs. Makinson, 'he

is a man of great integrity and character.’

A selection of slides of the Indian and

African Homes was shown on the Friday

morning. Then further discussion took

place, with a break for a buffet lunch and

the guests left about teatime. ‘We could

have done with oceans more time' said

one of them.

It was decided to meet again in six

months time, instead of twelve months as

previously. Mrs. D. Havercroft, Matron of

Stonecroft House, North Lincolnshire, has

invited this next conference to take place

there. 'We do hope that more Matrons will

endeavour to join us for this event'.

 

6.0. in Magic Box

After seeing Group Captain Cheshire in the

TV programme 'Magic Box' on 18th

February, one ceases to wonder why we

members of Management Committees

and Support Groups continue to beg,

borrow and all but steal from our friends

and neighbours in order to help him keep

the Cheshire Homes open for the sick and

disabled people who need the care and

attention which it is not possible for them

to receive in their own homes. The

glimpses of the sheer hell into which he

led his fellow airmen opens one's eyes

to the wonderful power of leadership

this man possesses. It causes one to be

very thankful that he uses this gift for the

good of mankind. And not for his own

benefit, as the majority of us lesser mortals

would do. As I watched, my main feeling

was one of pride that, in some small way,

I am privileged to help this humanitarian

who is, surely, one of the great men of our

era. Mrs. J. Gott
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SheWho SPENT HERSElf
In memory of Mrs. Ava Dhar, the late

Secretary of Raphael, Dehra Dun, India.

Group Captain Cheshire and his wife, Sue

Ryder, feel her death as a tremendous loss,

as if they have lost a close member of their

own family. Calling her to Raphael was

virtually their first joint undertaking out of

which has emerged Raphael as it stands

today. She carried the whole burden on

their behalf, and they could not possibly

have found anyone either more faithful to

the trust she was given, or more devoted to

the well-being of those under her care.

Whenever the Group Captain or Sue Ryder

visited Raphael, Ava Dhar looked after

them personally. — Editor.

by Barbara Coleman

In February of this year all of us who have

been associated with Raphael in Dehra

Dun were deeply grieved by the death of

Ava Dhar.

For some, especially in UK, Australia

and New Zealand, Ava's serious illness

last July had put an end to a particularly

personal link with Raphael, fostered by the

warmth, appeal and singular dedication

reflected in her letters. To others, like my—

self, who had known and worked with Ava

at Raphael at various times since 1959, the

loss was of a more deeply personal nature.

Not one of us, who were new to life and

work in India could easily forget Ava Dhar's

sensitivity to our needs and gentle concern

for our welfare. However, it is to those for

whom she worked, the patients of Raphael

itself, and those outside its radius who were

in need, and learned of her extraordinary

compassion that this loss must seem

irrevocable.

I remember well Ava herself describing

her first days at Dehra Dun in 1959.

Raphael was then in its most infant stage;

nine mentally handicapped children being

housed in tents in a small jungle clearing,

and cared for by two English volunteers.

Ava Dhar arrived virtually at a few days

notice from her home 1,000 miles away to

assume the role of Secretary to Raphael. To

understand the implications of her decision

one needs to realise that as a member of an

esteemed Bengali family her past life had

been far removed from the hardships and

problems she was now called upon to face.

Her new work required her to take on the

day to day administrative responsibility for

Raphael, first setting up an office and

home for herself on the upper storey of the

Dehra Dun Cheshire Home. At the time of

arrival, there were few facilities, no fur-

niture and limited funds. Ava's first task

was to take a tonga to the bazaar to hire

herself a bed.

To-day Raphael provides a home for

over 200 sick and destitute people. The

brief span of years since 1959 has not been

without its setbacks, bitter disappointments

and real sorrows, but it has been enriched

as well by a deep sense of achievement as

the numbers finding relief, security and

care have steadily increased. The con-

tribution made by Ava Dhar to the growth

of Raphael is unique; her courageous and

dedicated service to the ideals it represents,

— an inspiration. One may suggest that

with her loss, the first chapter in the life of

Raphael has drawn to a close. Yet set as it

is in the shadow of the beautiful Himalayas

which she loved so clearly, Raphael seems

somehow to reflect a simple beauty and

quality of its own reminiscent of Ava’s

spirit — perhaps in particular, her belief that

no matter how deprived an individual may

be, a touch of beauty added to his surroun-

dings brings a degree of hope and a sense

of worth both precious and important to

his dignity as a human being. it seems

most fitting indeed to conclude with Ava

Dhar's own words:

'As it continues to grow, the day must

inevitably come when Raphael will be ad-

ministered differently, and by more people.

What ever it be, I pray that the faith, ideals

and dreams of the Founders Xili always be

cherished and realised, and that we shall

be given the grace

"So to spend ourselves

For those who are still alive

As to prove that we have not forgotten

Those who have died".'

   
Mrs. Ava Dhar, the late Secretary of

Raphael, Dehra Dun, India

 

  



 

  

A round up of topical items

about interesting people, and

places of note by the Roving

Reporter.

 

The Foundation is very sorry to lose the

services of Dr. F. J. Laycock as a Trustee,

due to pressure of work and the many calls

on his service in the North of England. It

will be remembered that before being

appointed a Foundation Trustee in Novem—

ber 1964 he had been instrumental in

preparing the ground for the purchase of

White Windows, and starting it as a

Cheshire Home, and later became its

Chairman. Dr. Laycock has done much to

strengthen the ties between Market Mews

and the new Homes at Sheffield and

Liverpool.

Mr. Peter Allott succeeds Dr, Laycock as a

Trustee, and I feel the story is worth telling

of how the latter introduced Mr. Allott to

the Foundation some 12 years ago. At the

time, Mr. and Mrs. Allott were visiting

friends in Cornwall who were interested in

a young boy called Ray at St, Teresa's.

During their stay they went over to the

Home and took the boy out. Also, they met

Major Shelagh Howe who was starting up

Holy Cross nearby.

Shortly after their return home to Halifax,

they saw a newspaper announcement of a

talk given to the Halifax Catenians (Society

for Catholic Professional Men) given by

Group Captain Cheshire. As their own

doctor (Dr. Laycock) was mentioned as

going to be present, they contacted him

and expressed their interest. This led

directly to their being asked to help in the

setting up of the Home at Halifax, which is

now White Windows.

Both Mr. and Mrs. Allott served on the

Management Committee ofthe new Home.

Mr. Allott later became Chairman, and

subsequently went on to become President

of the West Riding Homes. Their activities

were, however, in no way confined to these

Homes. When word got round that a Home

might be starting up in Cheshire they

offered their help and, for one whole

winter were out nearly every week giving

talks. Later on, they did the same in

Lancashire and Westmorland for Holehird;

then for Spofforth; and currently for the

new Home starting at Sheffield.
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Mr. Allott's wide and detailed knowledge

ofthe Northern Homes will be of great value

at the Trustees’ monthly meetings. He is

also, by the way, a Yorkshire County Rugby

Union Referee.

We have all been congratulating Eileen

Keleher on her marriage to Alan Henderson

on 23rd March. Eileen has been Overseas

Secretary since February 1966, and she

met Alan shortly before that when they

were working at St. Cecilia's. When she

moved to 5 Market Mews, Alan Henderson

came and helped in the office. He is now

London Regional Officer (South) for

the Spastics Society, but still finds time to

answer an 8.0.8. from St. Cecilia's. I am

glad to say that Eileen is continuing in her

job. (See picture on opposite page).

All being well, the next issue of Cheshire

Smile will contain accounts of the formal

openings of two new Homes. Matfen Hall

in Northumberland, due to be opened on

22nd April, and Springwood House, the

South West Lancashire Home in Liverpool,

on 18th June. It may, however, be too

much to hope that Tunbridge Wells will

have opened their doors as well by then.

Lord Sinclair gave a short talk to Bexley

Rotary at a lunch in the Black Prince Hotel

on 13th February. This was organised by

Major Denis Parker, new information

Officer to Bexley Council, who has done

much noble work for the Foundation.

 

In our last issue, we published a photo of

Cardinal Heenan visiting Nicholas House,

Bethnal Green. Along with two women

residents, Mr. E. J. Gibbons, Chairman

of Nicholas House, was shown in the

picture chatting to the Cardinal, but was

erroneous/y referred to in the caption as

Mr. W. Gargon, the Warden. Editorial

apologies.



 
Alan Henderson and his wife, Eileen Keleher, after their wedding. Photo-Reportage Limited

New London Shop

New premises have been found for the

Ryder Cheshire Mission Shop in London—

at 20 Motcomb Street, S.W.‘l. It opened

at the beginning of March, selling gifts

of all sorts, Christmas cards, etc.

Motcomb Street is an interesting

thoroughfare with small shops and a

friendly atmosphere. Neighbours have

been helpful, and already there are a

number of regulars who pop in continually

to see what's new. Members of

Westminster Catholic Women's League

have taken on voluntary duties most days

of the week.

Goods, handicrafts, etc. donated for the

Shop will be most gratefully received.

Knitted garments (particularly for young

children) are in great demand. Also wool

for those who have offered to knit for the

Shop.

Gadgets and Techniques

Challenge. 16mm film, sound, colour,

25 mins. For hire from Concord Film

Council, Nacton, Ipswich, Suffolk. The

following note is reproduced by permission

from the Nursing Mirror.

‘This is a further production of the Le

Court Film Unit, made by disabled people

themselves at the Cheshire Home at Liss,

and the Mary Marlborough Orthopaedic

Lodge, Oxford. It shows their own answer

to the challenge of 'all but complete'

disability, not only by the use of gadgets

but by the development of new techniques

and trick movements. The varieties of

approach are tremendously interesting,

especially towards the emotional needs of

the disabled person which are, though we

may often forget them, as demanding as

those of the fully able. The 'make-up'

sequences aretherefore not only interesting

but highly important, and it is shown how

face»painting and creaming, as well as

picture—painting, can be done with the

feet. Much depends, of course, on the co«

operation of the able-bodied and the

proper attitudes towards disablement on

the part of society. This is indeed a

challenging film which should be seen

by medical and nursing audiences every-

where, as well as by all who work

voluntarily or professionally with any form

of disa.blement.’

 

Gardening for the Disabled

The Disabled Living Activities Group of the

Central Council for the Disabled mounted

an exhibit at the Chelsea Flower Show in

May this year. This exhibition garden

indicated the possibilities and facilities

available to disabled gardeners.

Within the next year, it is hoped that the

exhibition garden will be remounted at the

Gardening Centre Ltd., Syon Park, Brent-

ford, Middlesex, and special provision for

the disabled is incorporated in the plans of

this Centre. Any disabled person interested

will be able to study gardening at leisure

here.

  



  

MissiON fon Reliefof Suffeninq— RApl-IAEI. ‘1
The Ryder Cheshire Mission for the Relief

of Suffering at Raphael, Hydon Heath, near

Godalming, Surrey, commences this month

its seventh year of operation. It has been

providing accommodation and care for

elderly persons who are too disabled to

continue living in their own homes or with

their families; and for chronically incap-

acitated persons who would otherwise

have to be housed in the geriatric wards of

hospitals.

Raphael was founded in July 1961 by

Group Captain Cheshire and his wife Miss

Sue Ryder as part of an organisation separ-

ate from the Cheshire Foundation Homes,

and intended to do work not normally

performed by these Homes. The site of

Raphael, leased from Mr. J. A. Billmeir,

C.B.E., still contained the huts which had

been constructed in 1939 for use as a

school, and these were only suitable for the

housing of six relatively active residents

and the small staff required for their care.

The Mission now has a capacity for 46

residents, and employs a staff of 31, of

whom 16 are engaged on nursing duties.

Over the years, more than £20,000 has

been given to the Mission by charitable

supporters. All of this has been expended

upon the conversion of the buildings to

suit their new purpose, and upon the

provision of the services and equipment

required for the comfort, safety and care of

residents, many of whom are bedridden or

chairbound. Mr. Billmeir, shortly before his

sudden death in 1963, generously made

over the property to the Mission, and so

helped to inspire us further in our efforts.

During the past six years, the Mission

has accommodated 84 residents, of whom

25 have died while in our care. Our exper—

ience has demonstrated the importance of

full scale nursing care in the performance of

the responsibilities we have assumed.

There has been a shift of emphasis from the

Old People’s Home originally envisaged to

what is in effect a Nursing Home with an

Old People's Wing.

To provide for this role, which is carried

out with every care to avoid an obviously

hospital atmosphere, chalets have been

converted into four types of accommo-

dation for residents. The nursing unit con-

tains 14 beds for those requiring constant

attention or medical care. A second chalet

has 12 beds for those not normally in need

of nursing yet requiring day and night

supervision or assistance. Then, a chalet

containing 7 single rooms and one double

room for residents normally able to be

largely independent. Finally, a chalet with

six flatlets to house married couples who

would otherwise be separated by the

disability of one or both partners.

This arrangement gives full flexibility for

the care in the same community of a resi-

dent in his declining years amongst the

surroundings and friends he has come to

know and accept. it preserves the element

of family life which would otherwise not be

possible.

The progress of the Mission could not

have been achieved without an enormous

amount of financial and personal assistance

from supporters. This assistance is valued

highly, as are the many friendships formed

during the first six years of operation.

 

The Shroud and Suffering

Group Captain Cheshire brought back a

virus from India which kept him away

from the Seymour Hall, London, at which

he was due to give a talk on the Holy

Shroud on 21st March. His wife, Sue

Ryder, went instead, and introduced a

recorded message from her husband.

His message and the film, The Fifth

Gospel, presented the story of the shroud

and its relevance for us today.

The 14ft linen winding cloth bears the

front and back image of a naked man who

has been inflicted over the whole body

with terrible wounds. These correspond to

what we know of Roman flagellation and

crucifixion, which together with evidence

from the Gospels, Jewish burial practice

and later scientific and medical research—

could, without a serious shadow of doubt,

be almost photographic ’negative' images

of the dead Christ.

The Shroud is first known to have been

in fifth century Jerusalem, from where it

went to Constantinople, and then to

France. Since 1578, it has been in a special

chapel in Turin, where a special museum

is being built to house data on the Holy

Shroud. A collection was taken at the

meeting to form a British contribution to

the project. The G.C. has recently been

made a correspondent member of the

Holy Shroud Centre in Turin. He em-

phasises that although the Shroud is in the

custody of Roman Catholic authorities, it

belongs to all denominations.

The Shroud shows what Our Lord

suffered in human terms. It is a message of

hope to us in our own small sufferings and

problems. More than this, it is a reminder

that Christ still suffers in the poor, the

disabled, and those involved in war and

prison camps. It calls us personally to heal

our divisions, and concentrate on those

young and old, here and far away, who

are suffering. It's an urgent summons for

us to search out ways in which we can

unite to meet the demands of terrible

suffering all over the world.

 



 
  

CIIANQES ATVTl-IE Fou~dATio~ Home
Reproduced from the Le Court Newsletter

With Le Courtbeing the first Cheshire

Home, perhaps it is inevitable that it should

be chosen as the base for experiment and

change. Such seems to be the law of pro-

gress. Certainly a thing should be tried

before being accepted as progressive.

andifaccepted one mightwelcome change.

Yet the question which must always be

uppermost in the minds of those respon-

sible, especially when juggling with some-

thing which one holds in trust for other

people, must be — ‘How radical an experi~

ment may we attempt and still recover from

a mistake ?'. Sometimes, of course, circum~

stances dictate events, and allowances for

trial and error have to go by the board.

These are just some of the balances our

Management Committee have to strike and

part of the responsibilities they bear.

Le Court is going to be a greatly changed

place within a year or so. The new Service

Corps annexe grows daily and meanwhile

temporary accommodation houses its

student members. The extension to the

main building is also rising apace; when

completed it will take in fifteen more

residents and our full complement will

reach fifty-four. We will need more staff

and they will require more space. There

will be a bigger administration. All in all,

the new Le Courtis going to be a largish

place; the dangers of more separation

between staff and residents and of a more

distant administration have to be borne in

mind. The concept of 'a home' on which

the Foundation was built can so easily

recede before the 'institution' shadow.

Something so definite as many thou-

sands of pounds worth of bricks and mortar

can hardly be considered an experiment, to

be abandoned if not successful. The

decision to go ahead brought with it the

certainty of change. Now it is a matter of

ensuring that in heeding the pleas of those

heavy nursing cases who were denied a

place in Cheshire Homes, the very things

that attracted them are not destroyed. The

Cheshire Homes provide something for the

severely disabled that no other organisa-

tion has quite matched ,' quite what it is has

so far escaped analysis into a set and cer-

tain formula. When designing their own

Homes, many other authorities try to cap-

ture the somewhat elusive 'spirit' that we

know here. Our residents demonstrate a

vitality remarkable in those so in need of

'care' (some people find it vaguely shock»

ing 1) There is a sense of 'belonging'

amongst them unusual in such an environ-

ment. Perhaps it is that outside the

Foundation red tape strangles initiative and

that concern for the 'smooth running' of

the establishment overrides respect for the

individual.

Yet, we must not be too complacent our—

selves. It could happen here. We must

watch that as these changes take place, an

impersonal hospital atmosphere does not

erode our community. The institutional

mores can be so convincing, so insidious

and so deadly. All of us, both inside and

out, who believe that Le Court is in the van

of modern social ideas, must recognise the

dangers and determine that Le Court re-

mains first and foremost a ‘home’.
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’ DiviNE MAdNESS
A man who spent three and a half years in

Japanese prisoner- of- war camps, survived

to pick up the threads of life and carve out

a career for himself in post-war England is

obviously worth listening to. Ron Carpen-

ter, who did all this, and at the same time,

as an active Too H leader, became

involved in the very first Cheshire Home

during its formative years, certainly has

many claims on our attention. The follow-

ing extracts from an article he wrote for the

700 H Journal are reproduced by kind

permission of the Editor.

Under the conditions of war, we really find

ourselves. In the great uprooting, there

were the demands upon one's personal

resources H the ability to learn and move

quickly, either in formation or individually

with the responsibility expected from all

with average intelligence. One learnt to

appreciate the real quality of leadership,

and to discern the weakness of those called

upon to lead without the essential

qualities...

Survival depended upon being able to

forget about oneself as far as possible. The

need and capacity for friendship was para—

mount. This living so dangerously, so near

to God, gave men a quality and a gentle-

ness that can never be described . . .

To my mind,the task of Toc H has always

been to produce (not to re-produce)

friendship at its most magnificent. Can this

be achieved without great emotional,

physical, mental or spiritual upheaval, and

in normal, placid, peacetime life? It is

possible in a country that has produced a

wonderful Welfare Society which, never-

theless, cushions all self-reliance from the

nursery onwards.

Toc H in many communities is facing up

to the question of survival. Faith and

courage have been tested to the limit . . .

Small groups of men who have what it

takes have won through.

Soon after the war, Fred Brooker intro-

duced me to Leonard Cheshire and a

project at Le Court, near Liss, in Hampshire.

In spite of my wartime service I rate this as,

one of the most wonderful experiences of

my life, not only the privilege of knowing

and working with this softly speaking,

almost shy man, but working on this fan-

tastic and seemingly impossible scheme.

Licking this vast old mansion into a home

for chronic invalids of all ages; no capital

whatever; no well-equipped staff; odd

beds and furniture; cracked china and

derelict cutlery. Not a vestige of common

sense—summonsedfornot paying the rates.

But the character of the wonderful

patients was revealed as they slowly

emerged from wherever they had been

imprisoned. Some had been chronic cases

in wards for the senile; others had been

'looked after' in their inadequately equipped

homes. But out of all this, and in spite of

lack of fuel, an ancient generator, no

proper sanitation, no transport, there

emerged at Le Court a most wonderful

fellowship never before experienced either

by the patients or the band of helpers, who

miraculously appeared from all over the

place — including the Continent. And other

miracles — an anonymous parcel of old

pound notes, totalling £100, for example.

Within a comparatively short time, the

Cheshire Foundation has become an em-

pire. Nearly 100 Homes here and abroad

serve a pitiful fragment of the many in need

of such help. ‘lndependence Unlimited' is

the name of one working group at Le

Court which makes gadgets for the diS<

abled people there.

All this divine madness has unlocked the

door of countless hearts, and it is no effort

to serve in any Cheshire Home. This has

been so well expressed: 'One arrives in-

tending to give, and leaves lfl’iowing that

one has received'.

A Cheshire Home is a 'must' in the

education of our young recruits to Too H.

No probation forms will be needed, no

laboured explanations as to the spirit of

service; that will come so naturally and

stay embedded for ever. Whatever I learnt

about Toc H before and during the war, my

experiences at Le Court taught me more.

 

Hon Carpenter, Too H leader
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Miss Moore, now our Personnel Adviser, is

recovering well from her operation, and

will soon be back again on her visits.

She has left ’prison', as she called her

hospital bed, and is at her home, Croft

Cottage, Chew Magna, Near Bristol,

Somerset.

The girls in the two senior sets are still

in the same Cheshire Homes. Of the next

set, Marie Banks and Barbara Green are at

Greenhill House, Timsbury (these two did

very well in their final exams); Jennifer

Swindell is at the Cotswold Home,

Cheltenham; and Carol Ring has stayed at

Le Court.

The latest set are at present doing their

hospital time at Treloars, Alton. They are

looking forward to a 'busman's holiday'

 

Miss Hilda G. Moore, who was the first

Administrator of the Corps

Right: One school of trainees for the

Service Corps, in their temporary class-

room at Le Court, being instructed by

Miss Catherine A. Croisda/e, who is now

the Principal of the Corps.
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with the disabled at Caister Holiday

Camp, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk, in May.

This comes in the middle of their final

block, and will make a nice break for them

before their exams. Then, they go on

holiday for two weeks, before starting their

eight-month stretch in a Cheshire Home.

The idea of a Club for all past trainees

has been mooted, and as a first step

Barbara Green wrote to the members of all

sets who have passed through the Training

Corps so far. We hope her letters will be

answered. At the moment, the Service

Corps is still small, and most members

know where most of the others are. But

in a few years' time, when the numbers

will have grown, it will not be easy to

keep track of everyone you have known. 80

the need for the Club will become more

obvious as time goes on, but we hope that

a start can be made here and now, even if

only with three or four members. It is

envisaged that reunions will take place,

perhaps annually, and that smaller groups

will occasionally get together for, say, an

evening out in London, orthe like.

The Corps is to have a stall at the Le

Court Garden Fete on 8th July. We want to

make as much money as possible of

course, and, since we intend to sell almost

anything on the stall, We hope members of

the Corps will support us by sending things,

or by offering to help man the stall on the

day. There will be room in the bothy if

anyone would like to come back here for

the Fete.

 
 



CARol SpEAkS HER MiNd
by Frank Spath

Her name is Carol Ring. She is a bright~

eyed, raven-haired girl of 18, with a

slender figure. She comes from Maidstone,

Kent, and after leaving school at 16, she

went to work, as a nursing auxiliary, at

the local Cheshire Home, Mote House.

Two years later, she joined the Training

Corps. She is shy, and wasn't very sure how

to put what she wanted to say to me.

But she was certain she wanted to say

something. As I questioned her, she

opened out more and more.

'Even when I went to Mote House,’ she

said, 'l wasn't really thinking of doing this

sort of work. In fact, I can't remember

seeing a disabled person before I was 16.

But after some time working in the

Cheshire Homes, I knew this was going to

be my job in life.’

She looked very serious as she told me

’It isn't only a matter of helping disabled

people. l feel now that l understand them,

and love them for what they are. That’s

really the main thing I wanted to tell you,

and through you, all the readers of

Cheshire Smile. I want to say what a

tremendous lot of things one learns when

one does this job. About disabled people,

about what it means to be disabled. Even

about oneself.

'I suppose the chief thing I have learnt is

that you in the Homes are just ordinary

people. I know it sounds silly to say so,

but that just didn't occur to me at first.

Perhaps you have to live with disabled

people before you get to know how like

other people they are. It was through

looking after them that I found this out.

I found out I had to treat them as i would

treat any other normal person.

'It still surprises me how all you disabled

get on so well together. I expected far more

jealousy, envy,farmoretrouble, backbiting,

bad feeling. Of course, I know there is

some. But you seem to make friends so

easily here. You seem able to join in so

easily with what normal able-bodied

people do outside and inside the Home.

And it surprises me that so many of you

can say right out what you’re thinking

without trying to hide things or having to

bottle 'em up.

'How you do it, | just don't know. I

couldn't be happy as you people are, if I

were like you.’ I told her she couldn't

tell what she would be able to bear until

she were tested. I told her she should

never think that, if the time ever did come,

she wouldn’t be able to cope as much as

anyone of us here.

But she shook her head, and her look

clearly showed that she didn't believe me.

'l'm sure I couldn't', she said flatly. 'l'm

sure I would never be happy as you people

are, or do half the things you can. In fact,

I honestly think it would drive me mad. it

would be terrible to look at normal people

with normal bodies being able to live

normal lives.‘

I asked Carol what else she had learnt,

what other things had most impressed

themselves on her about Cheshire Homes.

‘Well, there is this business of letting people

'do things for themselves. That's very

important. Wanting to be independent is

good. I'm glad to know you want to

struggle by yourself. Any grown—up person

wants to do things for himself, wants to

make decisions~self-responsibility and all

that. I always remember taking a man in a

wheelchairiwe needn't mention names—

to the station. He was going to travel the

rest of the way by train all by himself. I

offered to escort him, but he said he had a

tongue in his head and could quite easily

ask when he wanted assistance. It amazed

me that he wasn't afraid in any way to

travel by himself.

She went on to talk about the need for

freedom, to have one's personal posses—

sions around one, and to help in the

decoration of one's own room. ‘I like how

you are able to make them just as you

want them to be, I like, too, the way you

all go into each others rooms—the way

you can ask me into your room—without

anybody saying 'No', or making silly

remarks. Why shouldn't you? Everybody

likes to ask their friends into their rooms.’

That led on to men and women living

in the same Home. 'That’s normal, isn't

it?’ she said. ‘lt’s much better than having

all the men in one Home and all the women

in another. When you have women all

together, they don't get on—it just doesn't

work. Women need the men for many

reasons. And men need the women, for

all sorts of reasons too.’

But, she warned, I don’t hold with men

and women getting too friendly, especially

when one is staff and the other a resident.

It only leads to heartbreaks, it seems to me.

So our discussion came round to

discipline. 'There must be discipline, of

course,’ she said; 'otherwise, you wouldn't

have a home at all. There must ‘be rules

for people to live by — for instance, about

meal times, going to bed, and so on. I

don't mean strict rules though. Expecting

people to go to bed here before normal

people outside go to bed is silly. l think

you should punish those who break rules,

whether they be residents or staff.’

Well, that's something of what Carol

thinks. She certainly seems to have learnt

a great deal since she came to work in

Cheshire Homes. We must hope that all

the girls who join the Sen/ice Corps will

be as eager as she is to learn and under-

stand. ‘

In the right-hand picture opposite, Carol is

shown on the extreme right in the second

row.
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Jimmy's DREAM ComesTRUE
Perhaps some readers will remember a

profile, in the 'Cheshire Smi/e', June 7965,

of Jimmy Turner, a spastic resident at the

Lake District Cheshire Home. As a result of

that article, Jimmy received gifts of money

from several kind people to add to his

savings intended for his life—long ambition

to visit the Holy Land.

Jimmy waited — he prayed; but he had

almost lost hope when, early in 1 966, things

began to move. Group Captain Cheshire

had asked Carmel Short and Mary Quinn

(both voluntary helpers at Market Mews,

and both members of the Family of the

Cross) to look into the question of facili-

tating Jimmy's visit. It was largely through

the unstinting efforts of these two that it

finally became possible for Jimmy to join

an |nter~Church Pilgrimage due to leave

London on 26th September. Mrs. Cottam,

a nursing auxiliary at Holehird, and l

volunteered to be Jimmy’s escorts.

We travelled to London on a sunny

Autumn Sunday to join the rest of the

pilgrimage party, which was in the charge

of the Rev. E. W. Brady (of the Episcopal

Church, Edinburgh). Jimmy continually

beamed his thanks for the V.l.P. treatment

he received throughout the whole trip. It

was because of him, of course, that, at

every airport, our small party was first on,

and first off, the plane. But this was

slightly embarrassing when it was found,

right at the start, that Fr. Brady had not

even been informed of Jimmy's existence,

let alone the fact that his party was already

on the plane.

On arrival at Beirut, our first landing

place, we were amazed at the rapidity with

which darkness fell, but we awoke next

morning to brilliant subshine, and enjoyed

a brief visit to Byblos.

We eventually arrived at the National

Palace Hotel in Jerusalem, where we were

to stay; it needed a little sorting out of the

rooms to ensure that Jimmy's escorts were
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near him. After dinner that evening, we all

went out for a walk around Old Jerusalem,

entering by the Damascus Gate. Pushing

Jimmy didn't present any problems. Out—

side the hotel, a bright-eyed Arab boy

seized the wheelchair, saying 'I take heem

— my name is Said — Said means "happy" —

I am happy'. He rushed off, followed at a

gallop by Jimmy's rather anxious escorts.

We went at a fast pace through the

cobbled streets, stall-lined, brilliantly lit,

and gay with bright silks, carvings, sweetv

meats, citrus fruits, warm»smelling loaves,

etc., etc.

This is Calvary

Our guides led us out of the bright lights

and the thronging crowds, through a small

wooden doorway into a silent courtyard,

surrounded by tall buildings, mysterious,

heavy with an awesome atmosphere. The

leader quietly said, ‘Here, we will say a

prayer together. This is Calvary'. The deep

impression we all felt will, l think, remain

with us always.

Next morning, we joined morning

prayer at St. George's Cathedral. Canon

Alun Morris welcomed us, and talked to us

about the people of Jerusalem and their

customs. He asked us to try and under-

stand them, and be tolerant of the begging.

We then went to see the Temple area and

King Solomon’s stables.

The Cheshire Home

In the afternoon,we travelled to Bethlehem,

where we first paid a visit to the Church of

the Nativity. Then, while the rest of the

pilgrimage went shopping, our Holehird

party was taken to the Cheshire Home for

children. Here, Jimmy was able to hand

over a £50 cheque from the residents and

staff at Holehird; the Holehird residents

had also written a corporate letter to the

Bethlehem Home. The lovely tiled floor in

the sitting room was much admired by the

visitors.

Many places we were privileged to visit,

and enjoyed visiting —the Pool of Bethesda,

the little church on the Mount of Olives,

the Church of the Paternoster, where the

illuminated panels have the Lord's Prayer

inscribed in 52 different languages. At this

point, we were joined by Carmel Short and

Mary Quinn who had come out to take

part in the pilgrimage. With them, we rode

out to the Dead Sea, to see the excavations

at Jericho, the River Jordan, Jerash, and

the roman ruins at Amman. Then, on the

 

 

 

Jimmy with Hassan and Ata

Friday, we all walked the Stations of the

Cross among the busy thronging crowds in

the market place, just like it was on the

first Good Friday.

Hassan and Ata

The presence of Jimmy gained for the party

the best guide in Jerusalem — Hassan. Not

all guides will accept disabled people in

their parties, but Hassan was renowned for

his kindness to the disabled. Besides that,

(continued on page 16)



WI-IEN School I-IAS Finished
A Swedish physiotherapist writing in the

magazine 'Svensk Vanforetidskrift' gives

her ideas on what should happen to dIS»

ab/ed children when they grow up. The

article was reproduced in the U.K. first by

'Spastics News', and we acknowledge our

indebtedness to its Editor for bringing her

views to our notice.

Work, and the means of getting to work

must be planned for every member of the

Home no matter how severe his handicap.

May I once again emphasise the fact that

everyone who can obtain and keep a job in

the open market must be given every

possible chance to get such a job and to

keep it. It is important too, that every local

authority, its officers and its officials, must

be at all time sympathetically disposed to

the handicapped.

Sheltered Workshops

The sheltered workshop must lie near the

Home. Its aim must be to cater for every-

one, no matter how severe the handicap.

Occupations must be manual and non-

manual. This is what happened in England

. . . One of the spastics was keen to become

a free-lance journalist, but even using an

electric typewriter he had great difficulty in

writing at speed because he could only use

one finger and that very often failed him.

This man had been given a job in a

sheltered workshop, and he was perform-

ing the crudest and most elementary tasks.

He had a full working day which left him

little or no time for this writing. He com—

plained bitterly:

‘I sit all day pretending to work.’

A wise and understanding work leader

realised that the man was utterly frustrated

by his ’work', and that life was beginning

to mean very little to him. The leader

arranged for the man to be free to write

half-days.

The moral of this anecdote is plain for all

of us to see. I would like to see every handi»

capped person being allowed the fullest

possible choice of job or profession.

Independence

May I finish my article on a plea forfreedom.

Freedom for the handicapped person to be

able to do something we all take so much

for granted . . . l speak of the freedom to

go to bed at whatever time one wishes. I

realise only too well the difficulties that

will arise from the point of view of the

staff — but it is my fervent hope that these

difficulties may be overridden by skilful

planning and the greatest goodwill on

everyone‘s part.

Many of you reading this article may

have ideas and comments to make on what

I have written or on the ideas I have pro-

posed. Please do not hesitate to write to

the Editor, or to me personally. It may then

be possible to have them printed in this

Journal.

When you have worked, as l have, in the

same area for seven years as a physio-

therapist: and have been personally con-

cerned with the welfare of 200 handicapped

persons of all ages, it is inevitable that you

come to realise that there remains for all of

us a great deal to be done before we come

to regard the handicapped person in the

same light as we do normal people.

While we accept that there is still a great

deal to be done for the handicapped child

before and while he is still at school, it is my

firm conviction that not one of us in

Sweden has seriously begun to touch the

problem of what ought to happen to the

handicapped when they leave school and

enter into adult life.

In 1960, I obtained a scholarship which

enabled me to study in England, and the

primary aim of my studies was the educa-

tion and care of young spastics. As England

was the first country to undertake the

treatment of cerebrally palsy children, I

thought it likely that they had met with this

problem of the care of the handicapped

person when he had finished his school

life.

During their school life hopes are

awakened that by proper training they may

be able to lead a normal existence in

society. These hopes must not be allowed

to die. The education and care of the

handicapped MUST NOT finish at the

school gate. There must be a continuation

of our work, or hope will die, and the

dreams that have been fostered will wither

and perish, and the handicapped, the

parents, the teachers and society itself will

be so much the worse off.

The importance of work

For many handicapped persons the ideal

solution will be the obtaining of suitable

and rewarding work. The job must be

rewarding both financially, and morally.

For many of them normal work is physically

impossible, therefore the provision of the

’sheltered' workshop is an absolute

necessity. The State must provide it and

finance it, and it must be the responsibility

of each Local Authority to see that their

handicapped citizens are so provided for.

Most emphatically I state that unless re-

munerative and useful work is provided for

each and every handicapped person, then

the care, which we are so rightly lavishing

upon each child at school, is meaningless

and cruel both to the child and to its

parents,

The handicapped must be given the

right to be independent, to be free from

abnormal financial worry, and to be able to

lead a full life, to be able to marry.

Leaving home

Parents accept the fact that a normal child

will one day leave the 'nest' and make one

of his own. The handicapped must be able

to enjoy the same right, but in his case a

'nest' must be provided for him — a ‘nest'

where he can receive all the help he needs,

and yet be allowed to remain as indepen-
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dent as possible. I am convinced that all

handicapped people should be able to plan

for a short stay with their families after they

have left school, prior to being allowed to

makeahomeoftheirown.The handicapped

person must be able to be responsible for

his own upkeep, to acquire his own pos-

sessions, and manipulate his own bank

account. It is only then that he will feel

truly independent and grown up. To me

this isa realistic appraisal ofwhatshould be.

The houses and homes which I visited in

England (1960), and Denmark (1962) had

attempted to meet the demands of the

handicapped with these ideas in mind.

These projects l have discussed with

Swedish handicapped persons, and the

conclusion I have reached is that it is a

widespread wish that such homes be

started in Sweden.

What I would like to see happen

The first and most important thing is that

the Home must give the social and

economic protection that both the handi-

capped and his parents would want.

The Home must be placed in the centre

of the town for these reasons:

1 The handicapped must find it easy to

shop, to go to church, to concerts, to

theatres, to cinemas, to cafes, etc.

2 Staff would be easier to attract for the

same reasons, and the acquisition of good

staff is most important.

3 Social study groups, and similar or~

ganisations would find it easy to visit a

centrally placed Home.

Each handicapped person should have

his own room, complete with his own

effects. He should be able to possess his

own TV set, a radio, a telephone, a record

player. The room should be large enough

to permit the entertainment of friends for

coffee.

i do wish to see the establishment of

separate male and female departments.

There could well be common rooms, and

hobbies rooms for all to work in and meet

in. it should be possible for two handi-

capped persons to marry.

| wish to see the provision of roomy

garages for cycles and autocars; automatic

lifts; doors that open both ways; and easy

exits and entrances. l cannot stress too

much what it must mean for a handicapped

person not to have to rely always on some-

one else to help him move from one place

to another.

 

Jimmy’s Dream Comes True

(continued from page 74)

he was a walking encyclopaedia as well as

being a very interesting person. Our travel

agents had also allocated us a driver, Ata,

who was kindness itself to all of us includ-

ing Jimmy; he was the one who fixed the

wheel back on Jimmy's chair when it fell

off owing to the rough ground we had to

traverse.

On our last evening there, we watched

the sun setting over Jerusalem from the

Mount of Olives, and listened for the last

time to the harsh yet musical call to prayer

for the Muslims. Next day, we left, Jimmy

clutching the beautiful olive—wood bound

copy of the New Testament which is his

souvenir of the visit. He said a sad farewell

to Hassan and Ata, both of whom you can

see with Jimmy in the photo, which was

taken in the Garden of Gethsemane, with

the walls of the city in the background.

We departed through the Mandelbaum

Gate, and headed for Tiberias on the shores

of Lake Galilee. En route, we visited the

University buildings where the Dead Sea

Scrolls are housed, also a wonderfully well-

preserved ancient water cistern, and

arrived at our destination quite late at night.

Tiberias

Tiberias was lovely and peaceful, a con-

trast to the hurly-burly of Jerusalem. We
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enjoyed sailing on the Sea of Galilee to Ein

Gev, visiting the Church of the Beatitudes

on the way, bathing in the Mediterranean

at Caesarea. Visits were paid to Nazareth,

Cana, and of course to a kibbutz, and

Mount Carmel overlooking Haifa. But per-

haps the highlight of our time in Israel was

the day we were taken to the top of Mount

Tabor to see the beautiful Church of the

Transfiguration. Bathing in the Sea of

Galilee was another great joy; a special

bathing party was arranged for Jimmy, all

the nurses in the party helping to launch

him, and watching the varying expressions

of dismay and pleasure on his face.

Rising at 3 em. on Monday 10th Octo-

ber, we rode through the darkness to Tel

Aviv Airport. So the pilgrimage ended for

us with a safe return to a drizzling London,

an overnight train ride to Preston, and the

rest of the way by road.

We still give thanks for the wonderfully

kind people we met, with such large hearts

— Fr. Brady, Hassan, Ata, the hotel staff, and

the other members of the pilgrimage who

made our little party so welcome, who

helped us so much, and who so kindly said

we — and certainly Jimmy ~ helped them;

for the willing assistance with supporting

Jimmy where necessary, and helping to

push his chair when it was possible to use

it. Above all, we are grateful to Carmel and

Mary; their knowledge and experience

was invaluable.

In case this story of Jimmy’s dream ful-

filled might give the wrong impression,

perhaps it would be as well to explode the

false idea that Cheshire Home residents

and staff spend time and money going

abroad at the expense of supporters of the

Cause. Jimmy paid all his own expenses,

as a result of years of saving and self-

denial, helped of course by many personal

gifts; and his four escorts went in their own

holiday time and at their own expense.

Thanks to Jimmy

Mrs. Cottam and | feel grateful to Jimmy

that he inspired us and bestirred us to

accompany him, because had we not

decided to do so, then we should never

have met so many new friends, and we

should not now enjoy so many lasting

memories of our visit to the birthplace of

Christianity. Our sense of worship is

deepened, a new dimension of reality has

been added to it, as we now come across

such names as Calvary, Jerusalem, Geth—

semane, Galilee, and Mount of Olives.

Can we not find some assurance for our

faith in this story of Jimmy Turner who

asked the seeminglyimpossible,and whose

prayer was answered?

Beryl C Lane
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Winning Entries —

Photo Contest

The Cheshire Smile Photo Contest for

1965/66 was again won by Neville Thomas

of Le Court, whose five entries were way

ahead of all the others. Three of Neville’s

photos are shown on this page.

The theme for the next Photo Contest

will be 'My Favourite Picture'.

1 Neville receiving the Cup from Norman

Rogers, the donor. This photo was taken by

Norman Rogers, Jnr.

2 The hairdressing salon at Le Court

3 Pixies decoratethe hall table at Christmas

4 Summer View of Le Court through the

trees

 
 



  

LETTERS To Tl-IE Ediron
0N 'COMMENT’

From: Mrs Rosalind Chalmers

Greenacres, Sutton Coldfield

Of course. It is easier to sit back and let

others do everything. They do it more

quickly, more efficiently, and besides, it

was kind of them to offer. You are got up,

dressed, taken to the lavatory, the

pantomime, bed. What does it matter what

sort of curtains you have? You don't want

to be a bother. Let them choose. They

know what you like. It's their job.

It is difficult to distinguish contentment

from apathy. It must be difficult, since so

many fail to do it. An institution of docile

submissive patients isn’t animal but

vegetable. Ordinary human beings grumble,

demand and are a nuisance to authority.

It's less trouble to run a dictatorship than

a democracy, but we consider the latter

preferable.

Certainly not everybody wishes to take

an active part in running their community.

Does everybody vote .7 But to hear people

say 'they are happy as they are' reminds me

of the arguments used against Wilberforce,

and of those now used by white South

Africans. It is horrifying how easily people

do become apathetic, and how easily

remain so. In other fields the end is usually

revolution. To treat a man or woman as

inferior solely because of a physical

handicap must degrade those who do it

as well as the victims. Thus the result may

not be revolutionary, but it will be invidious.

It is essential in community living to

create a climate in which everybody is of

account, and is taken into account. Some

people may make only small decisions, but

it is surprising how the habit grows. As

Paul Hunt says, such a life can be more

productive and therefore more satisfying

than a life in some remote back bedroom,

where you know yourself to be a burden

on the family, whether a willing one or not.

But it must be the right sort of community.
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The urgent need for housing the disabled

is a new one. Because of modern drugs

more people are surviving illnesses which

previously killed them. More people have

serious road accidents and survive them,

due to clever surgery. These are in addition

to those who are born with a disability,

and have to live with it from beginning to

end.

But really it is far from being a new

problem. it's only one aspect of the oldest

problem of all; that of coming to terms

with yourself and your environment. lt

may be necessary to change the latter,

but you must know yourself first. Disabled

people have one supreme advantage over

the rest: because we have been forced to

considerfundamentals we know which are

the priorities. We may not care for this way

of acquiring knowledge, but it is pointless

to reject it.

ECONOMIC SENSE

From: Mac, Mayfield House

Edinburgh

After reading the article ‘Better Financial

Provisions for the Disabled’ in the Spring

issue, I felt it my duty to relate my views on

this problem.

A large percentage of the residents in

these Homes are so placed because of

circumstances which are basically

financial. l have heard recently that the cost

per patient per week in a Home is around

£1 5, and the bulk of this sum is contributed

by local authorities. I am, therefore, being

provided for here at a cost of £15, but if

I lived at home with my widowed mother,

who finds it difficult to make ends meet, I

would be allowed only £5105 0d.

I can appreciate that in the Homes there

are many overheads to be considered,

but the difference between the cost of

living in a Home and living at home you

must surely agree is worth consideration

too. One would think it more economical

in the long run for the authorities to

financially encourage the disabled person,

where possible, to live at home with

family and friends. Surely, the need for an

examination of Financial Provisions for

the Disabled is obvious.

A new policy of financial justice and

equality for the disabled is sorely called

for. The cost of maintaining a chronic sick

person in a hospital is said to be over £20,

which is far in excess of the cost in our

Homes. As we know, a proportion of those

under care in both Hospital and Home are

capable of light part-time employment, and

thus making some contribution to the

community.

I agree that what is needed is a disability

pension related to the degree of incapacity,

irrespective of the cause (whether it be

industrial injury, congenital disability,

etc.). This pension could be comparable

with the current war pension, and

supplemented, where necessary, with

allowances for constant attendance, cloth-

ing, etc. I praise the work of local councils

and voluntary organisations, but the

financial machinery is out of balance, and

requires investigation.
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Norman Whiteley (of Athol House)

Aids for the disabled are always by-pro-

ducts of comtemporary technology, and

we at least can set a few benefits against

the evils of traffic jams and the H-bomb

Mobility for instance. However paralysed

you may be, so long as eyesight and co-

ordination remain adequate, it should be

possible to design a powered wheelchair

that you can use. Chairs have been made to

operate by one finger, a toe or a mouthstick.

Chairs have been made that climb stairs,

walk on legs, that sit you up and lay you

down at the touch of a button.

Such special and complex designs cost

a great deal of money. We shall confine

ourselves to the powered indoor chairs

manufactured in this country.

Thesedivideinto two groups—manually-

steered (AC EPIC, SleyRide, MonoDrive,

Wrigley Union) and electrically-steered

(Reselco, Zimmer Power Drive). The latter

do not have power—steering in a true sense:

they are powered by two motors, each

driving one side wheel independently, and

steering is effected by cutting or reversing

the drive to one of the motors, much as one

steers a hand-propelled chair by slowing or

turning back one of the wheels. Manually—

steered chairs require a certain amount of

strength and a certain range of movement

in one hand at least: many persons who

can manage some form of electrical steering

could not manage manual steering : on the

other hand manual steering is more positive.

All these chairs are powered by one 12

volt (or two 6 volt) lead/acid batteries

driving one 12 volt (or two 6 volt) electric

motors. These batteries are recharged from

the mains through a portable battery

charger, and an average user will probably

need to leave his chair on charge overnight

every fourth or fifth night, or alternatively,

to charge for around two hours every day.

Those who do a lot of running around may

need to charge more often: in extreme

cases an overnight charge every night may

be necessary, though overcharging should

be avoided. The battery cells should be

inspected and topped-up with distilled

water once a fortnight, but apart from this

most chairs require very little attention.

Speeds vary from around % mph to

3 mph. Some chairs are suitable only for

indoor use; others can cope with garden

paths and pavements; while one can be

licensed as a road vehicle. All are reason-

ably compact and capable of being manou-

vered in confined spaces indoors.

Particulars and illustrations of all such

chairs can be found in Equipment for the

Disabled, published by The National Fund

for Research into Crippling Diseases,

Vincent House, Vincent Square, London

S.W.‘l ., 4 vols.

1 AC 'Epic'

Designed to meet Ministry of Health speci-

fications, with a view to producing a chair

that is compact and electrically simple.

The chair has two 8" diameter solid-

tyred rear wheels and a 7" diameter

solid»tyred driving/steering wheel in front.

The base of the chair is enclosed in a

fibreglass shell: it has a padded seat, a

padded backrest which is adjustable to an

angle between 73 and 27 3, and padded

armrests, one of which is removable. The

height of the footboard is adjustable and

the footboard folds upwards.

Steering and control are by a knob handle

on a horizontal crank mounted at the end

of one armrest (left or right). The chair is

driven by depressing the knob and steered

by rotating the crank: the user needs

sufficient strength and range of movement

in one arm although handgrip is not

essential. The steering crank is geared to

the front wheel by a 2: 1 reduction gear.

A small arrow on the armrest shows which

way the driving wheel is pointing. The

motor has only one speed and no reverse:

to go backwards the crank handle is

rotated through a complete revolution so

the driving wheel is pointing backwards.

When, e.g. leaving a table, it is necessary to

rotate the driving wheel through 180°

while the chair is stationary and this

requires rather more effort than steering

when moving. For users with weak arms an

alternative 4: 1 reduction is offered: steer-

ing then requires less force but more

movement.

A lever at the side of the chair applies

brakes to the rear wheel and at the same

time lowers retractable feet which lift the

front wheel clear of the ground while the

user is entering the chair. Another lever

disconnects the drive, thus enabling the

chair to be pushed by an attendant: it
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must, of course, still be steered by the user.

From experience, it has been found that

the chair cannot take more than a very

slight incline, although the makers claim it

is tested to climb 1 in 10. Also, when the

chair is near a table or wall the handle jams

against it and cannot be turned. The radius

of the handle—turn should not reach be-

yond the limits of the chair frame.

The batterychargerisbuilt-inundertheseat.

A modified version of the 'EPIC' is fitted

with a commode seat.

Size: 34" long (footboard down) x 24"

wide. Turn between walls 40".

Speed: 0.7 m.p.h.

Seat: Height from Floor 22"; Width

between arms 16"; Depth 18%"; Back

Rest 18".

Makers :AC Cars Ltd., High Street, Thames

Ditton, Surrey.

Price (UK): £135 plus £5 packing plus

carriage. Immediate delivery.

The 'EPlC’ can also be supplied overseas.

Servicing (UK): Ministry of Health Repair

Agents.

2 'SleyRide’ Chair and

3 ‘MonoDrive' Unit

The SleyRide is a compact chair of tubular

steel construction, having two 8" diameter

solid-tyred rear wheels, and a single 8"

driving/steering wheel in front mounted in

a unit which also contains the motor and

relays. The chair has a padded seat, back

and armrests — one armrest is removable —

and the footboard folds upwards when the

user is entering or leaving. The seat is not

adjustable.

A removable steering column between

the user's legs has a 'T' shaped handlebar

at the top. in the earlier models speed is

controlled by a motor-cycle type twist grip

on the handlebar. This gives fast and slow

forward speeds, freewheel and brake:

reverse is obtained by sliding the twistgrip

outwards and rotating backwards. The

twistgrip control does not 'fail safe' — in

other words the motor does not stop when

the grip is released, unless the user has

first returned the control to ’freewheel' or

‘brake' position. Power can be cutoff by an

on/off switch near the top of the steering

column.

in later models, speed is controlled by

two levers under the handlebar, the longer
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one being pulled up to obtain the forward

speeds, and the shorter one pushed down

to obtain reverse. The lever must be held in

position while moving; when it is released

it returns to 'brake' automatically.

Some earlier models were fitted with an

'offset’ steering column which could be on

either the right or the left-hand side of the

chair. This had several advantages. Recent—

ly, a SleyRide model has become available

adapted for lower limb steering.

With the control in 'freewheel' position

the chair can be pushed by an attendant. It

is still necessary for the occupant to steer.

The ‘MonoDrive' unit is simply the motor

unit of the SleyRide fitted to a crossbar

which is designed to be attached to a

normal Everest and Jennings wheelchair.

(It is not suitable for any other make of

chair.) When the MonoDrive is fitted the

front castors of the wheelchair are lifted

clear of the gound. The chair is thus tilted

slightly backwards and many users find

this makes it more comfortable. it is usual

to tighten the castor swivels so that they

cannot swing, and to leave the wheels in

position asva precaution against the chair

tipping sideways. E 8 J wheelchairs are

made in 'Standard' and ’Junior’ widths, and

anyone buying a secondhand MonoDrive

unit should make sure that it has the correct

fitting for his wheelchair.

The MonoDrive unit can be fitted to the

maker's standard chair and also to adjust-

able backrest models.

Control and steering are the same as for

the SleyRide.

Size: SleyRide — 35" long (footboard

extended) x 21 %" wide.

MonoDrive Unit — depends on model of

wheelchair used.

Seat: (SleyRide) Width 18"; Depth 15";

Height from floor 22".

Height from footboard 17"; Height of

backrest 17".

Speed: Walking pace. Gradient — approx.

1 in 10.

Makers : SleyRide Ltd., the former makers

have now gone into liquidation.

Manufacture of Sleyride chairs, MonoDrive

Units and spares is now carried on by

Zimmer Orthopaedic Ltd., Bridgend, Glam-

organ

Price: SleyRide chair £147; MonoDrive

unit £115; Battery charger £10 105.

i,

4 Wrigley 'Union'

Like the SleyRide, the 'Union' has a single

driving/steering wheel in front and a cen-

tral steering column. It is by far the most

robust of the chairs described here, and the

only one suitable for use on the road.

The chair has heavy pneumatic tyres, 13"

overalldiameteratrear,12"overalldiameter

at the front. The rear wheels are fitted with

drum brakes operated by a lever at the side

of the chair: a notched bar enables the

user to set the brake in fully or partly

engaged position when descending slopes.

Seat, backrest and armrests are padded but

not adjustable.

Steering is by a central column, or

alternatively by a side column. Speed is

controlled by a pull-up lever under the

handlebar. Forward and reverse are

selected by a switch mounted between the

user's knees: alternatively this switch can

be mounted on an armrest.

The makers also produce a rear-drive

version designed to be controlled by an

attendant.

The Union is suitable for both indoor and

outdoor use. The control column can be

removed when, e.g. working at a table. It

can be used for, say, shopping. If it is used

on the road it must be registered as a road

vehicle and the user must have a driving

licence (or provisional licence) and third—

party insurance. insurance should cost

about £1 103. per year. A Declaration for

Registration is made to the local Licensing

Authority on Form RF 1/3, obtainable fro

the Post Office. ‘

Size: 37" long x 24" wide. Full turning

circle 63".

Seat: Height 20”; Width 18"; Back-

rest15”.

Speed: Maximum 3% m.p.h. Will climb

gradient OH in 9.

Range: Up to 7 miles on one battery

charge.

Makers: Wessex industries Ltd., Market

Street, Poole, Dorset.

Price (UK) : Standard model 1 £159; Side

steering model 288 £187; Rear attendant

control model 3AC £204.

Delivery charge (England 8 Wales) £4.

Extras: Removable arms (pair) £14;

Forward/Reverse switch on armrest £6;

Electric horn and front and rear lights £12.

 



Battery Charger

£7 195'. 6d.

Delivery of Standard model in 3/4 weeks.

(not included above)

Export: Through makers’ Overseas Agents

or enquiries to Export Manager.

Servicing (UK) .' Poole (Dorset) ; London;

Coventry; Manchester.

5 Reselco Electric Housechair

An electrically-steered chair, the Reselco

was one of the first to become available in

this country.

The chair has a pair of large-diameter

solid-tyred wheels in front, each driven by

a separate electric motor through a friction

roller acting on the tyre; and a pair of 8"

castors at the rear. The seat, back, armrests

and sides are upholstered in P.V.C. (choice

of colours available for those who like their

wheelchairs to match the decor). The

footboard slides back underneath the

chair. The seat is not adjustable.

Control is by four push buttons mounted

on the end of one armrest. These select

forward and reverse on left and right

motors respectively: the user requires in—

dependent movement in two fingers. (Our

Editor, who uses one of these chairs, has an

ingenious modification which does away

with the need for independent finger

movements). There is one forward and one

reverse speed only. When the push buttons

are released the motors act as brakes. An

immobilising switch disconnects the con-

trol buttons when the user is entering or

leaving the chair. A 'throw-out' lever diS»

connects the drive motors; the chair can

then be pushed as easily as an ordinary

wheel chair.

Size : 39" long (footboard extended) x 27”

wide. Turning circle 36".

Speed: Under 1 mph.

Seat :Width 17%”; Depth 18"; Height from

footboard 18"; Height from floor 22";

Backrest 21 s"; Height of arms above

seat 7".

Makers: Reselco Invalid Carriages Ltd.,

262 King Street, London, W.6.

Price (UK): £130 (including built-in

charger).

P.S.—The manufacturers have informed

us that they have now ceased producing

this model. Spares will, however, be avail-

able for existing users.

6 Zimmer 'PowerDrive’

The PowerDrive has been developed from

the Everest and Jennings folding wheel—

chair which it somewhat resembles in

appearance.

The chair has a pair of 8" diameter

pneumatic-tyred castors in front and 20"

diameter pneumatic-tyred rearwheels, each

driven by a separate motor through rubber

belts and pulleys. The rear wheels are set

some 4%" further back than those of a

normal wheelchair to improve stability and

the seat is 1" higher from the floor to en—

sure sufficient clearance under the foot-

plates.

The PowerDrive is fitted with Zimmer's

'swinging detachable’ footplates. These

are adjustable for length. Alternatively the

chair can be fitted with elevating legrests

(for those with stiff knees, etc.) : the two

types of legrest are interchangeable. The

standard model has fixed armrests: but the

chair can be supplied with detachable arm-

rests and with a semi-reclining or fully-

reclining adjustable back. A clip-on exten«

sion can be fitted to extend the backrest of

the standard model.

A control box is mounted on the outside

of one armrest. Two switches on the top of

the box are pre-set to select one of four

speeds. Behind the switches is a small

plastic ’joystick’ about 1" long: this is

surrounded by four contacts representing

ahead and reverse on each motor. To drive

the chair the joystick is pushed in the

direction one wishes to travel. The chair

comes to a stop when the joystick is

released. Only a light pressure is required

to operate the joystick. and the total move-

ment is around {5 The chair must be driven

down slopes under power (else it cannot

be steered) but speed can be controlled by

momentarily pulling the joystick back into

reverse.

A remote control box can be supplied.

This contains a secondary 'joystick' and

can be clamped to the chair in any con-

venient position, to be operated with, e.g.

a toe or a mouthstick: even a complete

quadruplegic can use the chair. (In such

cases the speed selector switches must be

pre-set by someone else.)

Two levers release the tension on the

driving belts: the chair can then be pushed

fairly easily by an attendant.

Size (Standard Model) : 46" long footrests

fitted) x 26" wide.

Speed: Four speeds ranging from very

slow to walking pace. Maximum Gradient

1 in 10.

Seat (Standard Model) : Width 18";

Depth 10”; Height from ground 20%";

Height of backrest 18”.

Makers: Zimmer Orthopaedic Limited,

Bridgend, Glamorgan.

Price : Standard model £150. With detach-

able arms £155 155. Battery charger

£10 105. Elevating legrests, adjustable

backrest, etc., extra.

Delivery 6/8 weeks.

Can be supplied to any overseas country

through makers exclusive overseas agents.

Servicing: Electrical maintenance can be

carried out by any qualified electrician.

Spares obtained through Zimmer wheel-

chair agents or from makers.

Comparisons

Strictly speaking, one cannot recommend

a 'best buy’ in the manner of Which, since

different chairs suit diferent physical handi-

caps. Anyone thinking of acquiring a chair

will want to ask, Can I control it? Is it small

enough to get around the house? Will it

cope with the garden path and the ramp by

the front door? Will l find it comfortable?

Can I take it with me when | go on holiday?

How much does it cost? We can compare

the chairs under the heads Control, Size

and Manouvrability, Performance, Adjust-

ability, Portability, Price.

Control

The PowerDrive has the easiest control

system and the one most easily adapted to

operation by parts of the body other than

the hand. The Rese/co houses/lair is also

easy to operate but it does require indepen-

dent finger movement. The S/eyRide and

MonoDrive are generally a little easier to

steer than the AC EPIC, particularly if both

hands are used on the centre column: on

the other hand, they do require finger move«

ment to operate the speed control levers.

The Wrigley Union calls for considerably

more steering effort. Anyone who lacks the

strength to propel an ordinary wheelchair

will probably be unable to manage the

Wrigley.

(continued on page 24)
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4 Wrigley Union.

7 Permobil.

3 MonoDrive.

1 AC EPIC

5 Rese/co Housechair. Adapted with special [egrest and

reclining backrest for man with rigid spine.

2 S/eyRide. Adapted with special legrest and side tiller.

6 Paws/Drive.

 

 



 



 

 

 

Size and Manouvrability

The AC EPIC is the most compact, and in

many respects the most manouvrable. it

does have one disadvantage; in turning

through a narrow doorway the steering

handle may catch the door jamb: the

handle is also liable to catch on a table

unless it is set fairly high, in which case the

user may find it tiring to keep his arm up.

The S/eyRide has no projections but some

users are unable to turn the driving wheel

to its full extent. The Reselco is wider than

the SleyRide, but fairly short and as the

drive is applied to the front wheels its

turning circle is extremely small. The

PowerDrive is 1 " narrowerthan the Reselco

but 5" longer and since the drive is applied

to the rear wheels it cannot turn in such a

small circle. The Wrigley Union is a little

largerthan the SleyRide, and both narrower

and shorter than any chair suitable for a

MonoDrive unit. It's turning circle is com-

paratively large.

Performance

Under this head we consider ability to

climb gradients, to move at a reasonable

speed, and to cope with uneven ground.

The Reselco is designed purely for use on

'smooth level surfaces’ and is slow.

Experience shows that it can manage

moderate gradients, e.g. sloping corridors.

The AC EPIC is tested to climb a shallow

gradient, but is also slow and definitely un-

suitable for use on uneven surfaces.

Neither of these chairs is suitable for out—

door use. The SleyRide can also manage a

gradient of 1 in 10 and is a little better at

coping with moderate surface irregulari-

ties, e.g. external asphalt. The PowerDrive

has similar climbing ability and similar

speed, but is rather better at coping with

surface irregularities, thanks to its pnue-

matic tyres. It can cope with a smooth dry

lawn. Like all chairs with free-swinging

castors the PowerDrive has a tendency to

turn down cross-slopes and cambers, and

this calls for constant steering correction.

The Wrigley Union is in a class by itself as

an outdoor chair.

Adjustability

Comfort is mostly a matter of getting a chair

that fits you. Reselco, Slay/tide and Wrigley

Union chairs are not adjustable, and so are

most suitable for persons of average size
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and shape. The AC EPIC has a limited

degree of adjustment of back angle and

footboard height. Zimmer's range of wheel—

chairs to which the MonoDrive can be

fitted and Zimmer's range of PowerDrive

chairs include models with fully adjustable

backs, two different seat widths, elevating

legrests and back extensions.

Portability

Of course, you may not want to' take it with

you' but if you do: the AC EP/C and

Reselco Housechair cannot be dismantled

and can only be carried in an estate car or

something larger.

The Wrigley Union has a fold-down back

and reduces to 32" x 24" x 19". With the

battery removed the chair weighs about

100 lbs. and can be lifted by two people

into the boot of a largish car.

The seat and backrest of the S/eyRide can

be detached from the chassis and thus the

chair can also be carried in a largish car

boot.

The PowerDrive can be folded in the same

manner as an ordinary wheelchair after

disconnecting the battery leads and re-

moving the batteries and battery tray. it is

alittlelargerthanawheelchairwhen folded.

The MonoDrive can be dismantled by

disconnecting the battery leads, removing

the battery and unscrewing two nuts hold—

ing the unit to the chair. The chair then

folds in the usual manner. Dismantling and

assembly takes an experienced person

5—10 minutes.

Price

Comparative prices of standard models

complete with batteries and charger (Nov—

ember 1966): Reselco Electric House-

chair £130; AC EPIC £135; SleyRide

£157 105; MonoDrive and E Er J wheel-

chair £160 10s (MonoDrive unit, battery

and charger only £125 103); PowerDrive

£160 105; Wrigley Union £16619s 60’.

Obtaining a chair from the

Health Service

Since 1964, powered wheelchairs have

been provided by the Ministry of Health 'to

persons who are unable to walk because

of a disability affecting their legs and who,

because of a weakness in their arms or

hands, are unable to propel themselves in

a wheelchair'. The Ministry also insist that

the powered chair must 'enable the user to

obtain a measure of independence in the

home which would otherwise be denied'.

This definition seems clear enough but

there are, of course, borderline cases, per-

sons who can only propel themselves a few

yards at a time with great difficulty. In

deciding a particular case a 'medical

appraisal of the extent to which disability

affects the applicant’s ability to propel

himself and also the nature of his home

environment (whether this is home or an

institutional building) are taken into

account'. in short, the Ministry asks: 'Does

this man need a chair? Will it help him?’

Anyone who thinks he is eligible for a

chair should approach his family doctor

who will have to arrange for a recom-

mendation from a National Health Service

hospital consultant.

The chair normally supplied by the

Ministry of Health is the AC 'EPIC', but on

medical advice the SleyRide, MonoDrive

unit or Zimmer PowerDrive are provided.

This is apparantly a matter of departmental

policy and may be changed as circum—

stances change.

Anyone who is eligible to receive a

powered chair from the Health Service but

who already possesses a privately—pur-

chased chair may ask the Ministry to

undertake the maintenance of the chair.

This can be quite a valuable concession:

the average chair, for instance, will require

a new battery every three years. The chair

must be a model which the Ministry them-

selves might supply and must be in

reasonable condition.

Things to Come?

The Swedish 'Permobil' (Fig. 7) makes it

possible for an almost completely paralysed

person to move around, not only indoors

but out of doors too. The chair can climb a

5" kerb or a flight of wide, shallow steps

and can cross quite rough ground. With a

speed on level ground of 3% m.p.h. and a

range of 6—9 miles on one charge, the

‘Permobil’ can give a disabled person

something approaching normal pedestrian

mobility.

The 'Permobil' has large pneumatic-

tyred wheels in front and slightly smaller

rear wheels set close together and fitted

with ultra-low pressure tyres. The rear

wheels are driven by a 36 volt motor



and steered by a second motor. The chair

thus has true 'power steering’. Drum

brakes on the front wheels are operated

electrically: when descending hills the

brake switch is engaged and the chair

driven downhill under power; thus there is

no risk of the chair running away.

. Both Iegrests and backrest can be

adjusted to any desired angle by the user.

This is effected by small electric motors

working through flexible drive screws.

The chair is powered by three 1 2 volt and

two 6 volt batteries: the all-up weight is

thus fairly high, 400 lbs. Its overall size is

surprisingly small, 48" x 27", which makes

it little larger than the Zimmer PowerDrive.

The control box is usually fitted to the

side of an armrest. The control handle is

pushed forward for 'ahead', backwards for

'reverse' and turned in the appropriate

direction to steer. A three-position speed

selector switch is pre-set to give a speed

of 1%, 2% or 3% mph. In front of this are

four switches operating legrests, backrest,

brakes and lights.

The 'Permobil' is designed by Dr. Per

Udden and is produced by Stiftelsen

Teknisk Hjalp at Handikappade, Kop-

mangatan, Hogbo, TIMRA, Sweden. A

batch of 500 of these chairs are being

made to sell at around £500 each, and

should become available during 1967.

Readers who wish to keep this ’Cheshire

Smile’ survey for future reference can

easily detach these eight pages (pp. 19 ——

26) from the magazine by opening the

centre staples, and closing them again

after removing the pages.

 

Musical Activities

Music is a source of enjoyment to many

people. It is certainly a satisfying and

absorbing occupation for those who are

too handicapped to engage in gainful

employment. A Music Panel has been set

up by the Disabled Living Activities Group

of the Central Council for the Disabled ‘to

make some contribution to music for the

handicapped, taking all ages; music of all

kinds appropriate to their ages; and both

performing and non-performing'. l was

asked to become a member of this Panel

simply because I use a wheelchair, and

have met some of the difficulties disabled

folk encounter in this field.

How many disabled people have the

opportunity to learn an instrument, have a

singing voice trained, or attend classes in

music appreciation? How often does a

disabled person meet the problem of steps

and stairs, or find there are no facilities for

wheelchairs when joining a music society

or attending a concert? Indeed, how many

severely disabled people can afford to buy

an instrument or pay for lessons?

We believe that, wherever possible, dis-

abled folk should be integrated into music

societies and thus make their contribution

to the musical life of the community. We

have heard from men and women singing

in choirs, involved in the brass band move-

ment, or playing in orchestras, often on

instruments specially adapted to suit their

disabilities. All these activities should be

multiplied many times, so that every dis-

abled person who so wishes could receive

tuition and join in some form of group

music-making or listening.

To begin with, three test areas have been

selected — Aberdare and Mountain Ash in

Wales, Harlow and District in Essex, and

the Toxteth Division of Liverpool. The

Music Project Officer, lrwyn R. Walters, is

at present carrying out a survey in these

centres.

Perhaps you are a music lover. If so, how

far do you participate in the musical

activities going on in your local area?

Please put pen to paper and tell me of your

experiences. You may be able to give us

information of use to others. If, on the other

hand, you have met with difficulties, we

may be able to help you.

My name and address is:

Miss Monica Young,

91 Lakeside Road, London, N13.

 

For Your Library

Reproduced from New Christian

I imagine that the latest of the reference

books provided by Penguin will be among

the most thumbed they have ever produced.

It is called the Consumer's Guide to the

British Social Services by Phyllis Willmott

(Penguin Books, 63). This is a compre—

hensive guide to the services of the welfare

state, and of voluntary societies. Difficulties

which may be encountered are listed

against each social problem. It is ade-

quately cross—indexed, and there is a

section at the beginning telling where

general advice may be found. Complete

with a directory of addresses of organisa-

tions, it is admirably organised and

straightforward. Anyone who has wasted

hours searching out information to cope

with some social problem will welcome

this valuable little book.

'Equipment for the Disabled'

The National Fund for Research into

Crippling Diseases has just published a

second edition of its four-volume publica—

tion, Equipment for the Disabled — the

medical editor of which is Dr. Margaret

Agerholm.

These volumes list detailed information

about all types of special equipment that

can help disabled people. Some things

can be made at home by anybody who is

handy with hammer and nails. Other

items can be purchased, and details of

price etc. are supplied.

The new edition, which records 50%

more items than the previous one, sells at

7 guineas. Enquiries to the Fund at Vincent

House, Vincent Square, London, S.W.1.
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Q COMMENT
by Paul Hunt

There was a fascinating television docu-

mentary recently about the fund-raising

activities of British charities (in the Scrutiny

series on BBC 1). We were bombarded

with facts and figures. Both low and high

powered organisers talked about difficul-

ties in retaining or increasing their share of

the limited supply of funds and voluntary

workers. They bemoaned the way any new

idea is copied immediately by competitors

in the field. They told us once more how

easy it is to raise money for cats and dogs

and crippled children, how hard for the

aged and the mentally sick.

What shocked me, though, especially

where the 'human' charities were con-

cerned, was that only once did anyone

touch on the question of taste or of ethical

issues in 'pushing their product.’ The

exception was a man from War On Want

who said his organisation would not go

in for sensational or gimmicky ways of

raising funds. They had regular supporters

who wouldn't approve of that sort of thing.

No doubt the other people inten/iewed

weren't all unscrupulous money—grabbers.

And obviously in this country public

standards set fairly definite limits on what

techniques may be used —the extremes of

sentimental or sensational publicity would

be self-defeating in our relatively sceptical

climate of opinion. Nonetheless, there did

appear to be a general acceptance on the

programme that what really mattered was

the amount of money raised, and that the

way in which this was done was not impor—

tant provided it was effective. In other

words, the end justified the means.

This is understandable of course. The

knowledge that every pound raised will go

to help someone in desperate need brings

with it a strong pressure to use every trick

in the book. Finerfeelings may be felt to be

something of a luxury, a kind of moral

indulgence. What does it matter if you give

the impression everyone in lndia is starving

and living in the streets, if in the process

you can raise enough money to save the

life of one more child? What does it

matter if the disabled are portrayed as

'poor things’, if as a result you can produce

the cash needed for research and welfare?

I believe the answer must be that it does

matter a very great deal. However attract—

ive a 'practical', results-centred approach

may seem in some ways, it grossly over-

simplifies what is in fact an extremely com-

plex issue with far-reaching implications.

Even in terms of results, of the amount of

money raised, the basic assumption —that

pity best stimulates g’enerosity— is not

necessarilytrue. It needs testing by research

and experiment. And even if it is valid in

some sense, a great many related questions

still have to be asked on practical grounds

alone. Does a direct appeal to pity work

only for a limited period — do people

become immunised after a while (as has

perhaps happened with Oxfam's starving

child adverts) ? is it good business to make

the 'customer' feel afraid and unhappy by

concentrating on the worst aspects of

disablement, for instance—don’t you risk

a brand image that in the future will

produce aversion rather than interest and

concern? If you touch an elderly lady's

heart in Bournemouth, might you not at

the same time be putting off a rich indus-

trialist in Bolton? One can think of dozens

of similar queries.

Quite apart from this kind of practical

question, some most important moral and

psychological issues are also involved. In

her classic book on disablement, Physical

Disability — A Psychological Approach,

Beatrice Wright says: 'lf (a) project pre-

dominantly portrays suffering or succumb-

ing, and minimises the coping possibilities,

the dominant emotions aroused will be

devaluating pity and/or fear.‘ She goes on

to point out that, whether or not it is

effective in making people give generously,

such propaganda militates against good

   

 

relations with people who have disabilities.

it is also a bad preparation for anyone who

might have to cope with disablement them-

selves in future.

l would add three further points. First,

to stress the negative aspects of disable-

ment only is quite simply misleading (as I

think is the equally sentimental other side

of the coin, an insistence on wonderful

will-power and bravery which also, of

course, implies the same unspeakable

depths having to be conquered). Second,

it is not just the eventuality of disablement

which the non-disabled are being ill-

prepared for, but also sickness and bereave-

ment, old age, depression, anxiety and so

on. All these forms of loss are linked, to my

mind, and an unbalanced emphasis on the

negative side of disability will adversely

affect personal and community attitudes to

a wide range of such everyday experiences.

So part of a very long—term process of

education requires that disablement should

be presented objectively, as a loss to be

mourned and regretted and maybe cursed,

but not as a total loss by any means.

The third point is that publicity which

concentrates on the negative aspects of

disablement will scarcely help the disabled

themselves to cope with their problems

realistically and determinedly. It is far more

likely to confirm in them society's stereo-

typed 'tragic' View of their situation, and to

encourage them to see themselves, and to

expect to be treated, as special people,

rather than as people who have special

difficulties and therefore certain special

needs.

ldon't think there is really a final answer

to the dilemma. For as long as funds have

to be raised from the public, there will

remain a certain tension between on the

one hand the need to present a problem

dramatically and in a manner which

stimulates giving, and on the other hand

the need to present it truthfully and in a

way which helps rather than hinders
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psychological adjustment and understand-

ing. The most that can be done, perhaps, is

to keep these very important issues in

mind, and to try hard to avoid any methods

which implicitly devalue or exploit the

disabled.

Nothing I have said here detracts for a

moment from the immense debt I owe to

all those who work and give so generously

to help me and people like me. However,

I'm sure they will understand if I say that I

look forward to the day when some of their

efforts on our behalf will no longer have to

be undertaken. It seems to me that some-

times the absolute necessity for money

raising may get in the way of direct personal

contact with the disabled. There is that

much less time and energy to spare. And,

human beings being what they are, it is in

general harder to relate to someone as an

equal if one is also engaged in raising funds

on his behalf.

I believe that ultimately it is for the

community as a whole to ensure that its

dependent members receive a reasonable

income, in a way which best safeguards

their dignity and self-respect. This can only

mean payment of adequate state allow-

ances as of right, so that those in need will

no longer have to hold out their hands for

extra financial help. A series of underlying

social and psychological needs would then

stand a far better chance of being met. And

in my view we should also have taken a

big step towards the creation of a truly

civilised society.

ISAAC Robi~so~ House, Hull
by Maurice Pinck

This is a residential home for disabled

people built by Hull Corporation. Their

Welfare Services Committee feels that it

represents a most important step forward

in the comprehensive range ofservices now

available in Hull. The following note is

reproduced from The Magic Carpet by

kind permission of the Editor.

Isaac Robinson House opened on

November16th, 1966, is notto be confused

with the normal type of home usually

associated with old people who have lived

a full life and require peace and quietness

in their declining years, but is an attempt

to provide accommodation for younger

disabled people able to enjoy an active

life, amongst their own generation, with

none of the inevitable difficulties which

arise when younger people have to mix

with old. It is anticipated that the age limit

will be 40 years, and the Hull Corporation

hope that this new venture will enable a

number of the younger disabled to lead a

fuller life.

Residential accommodation will be

available for permanent residents, and for

those requiring short term stays to relieve

relatives who normally provide full-time

attention. This provision also avoids the

need to accommodate younger persons

along with the elderly, with its inevitable

problems.

All the accommodation is on the ground

floor, and the main rooms have a southerly

aspect. There are 31 single bedrooms and

one double bedroom, providing accom-
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, modation for 33 residents. A proportion of

the single rooms have communicating

internal doors to enable additional double

rooms to be created when necessary (our

Welfare Department thinks of everything !)

Each bedroom has a fitted wardrobe and

cupboard, wash basin, bed, dressing chest

and bedside locker. Other accommodation

in the House includes — Lounge, Smoke

Room, Quiet Room, Visitors’ Room,

Dining Room, a large Sewing Room,

Sluice and Utility Rooms, Toilets, Office

and General Medical Room. The bath-

rooms are of special note having hydraulic

lifters, and there is also a shower designed

to take residents in the rust-proofed wheel—

chair provided.

Isaac Robinson House is built on more

spacious standards than normal to allow

ample room for wheelchairs, there are no

steps, and handrails and grabrails are

provided throughout the building. Careful

attention has been paid to the height of

wardrobes, washbasins, light switches

etc. so that they can all be easily reached

by wheelchair users. In addition to the

normal corridor access, each bedroom has

a French»type window to enable residents

to be quickly evacuated in emergencies.

The building is heated by means of

underfloor electric system, together with

radiant heat wall-mounted appliances in

the bedrooms, the dining room floor is

covered with hardwood blocks, wall to

wall carpeting is fitted in the lounge, quiet

room and smoke room; vinyl tiles in the

bedrooms and foambacked sheet vinyl is

used in the corridors. The Home is furnished

throughout with good quality suitable

furnishings,andalargeinternalquadrangle,

together with two external fishponds, each

with a fountain, create additional interest.

A large covered store is provided for

tricycles and is linked to the main building

by a canopy.

Two self-contained flats are provided for

the resident staff and a comfortable staff

duty room is linked to the residents'

bedrooms by a call bell system. The

Superintendent and Deputy Matron have

a staff of male and female attendants,

cooks and domestic assistants to assist

them in the care of the residents.

The building cost £68,950 (excluding

land.) Furnishing cost £11,000.

lam indebted to the City and County of

Kingston-Upon-Hull Welfare Services

Committee for providing most of the

information in this article.



 

 

 

H.M.S. Victorious Lends a Hand

Last autumn and winter, 44 crew members

of the aircraft-carrier, H.M.S. Victorious,

helped to redecorate the Johore Bahru

Cheshire Home in Malaysia.

Lt. Cdr. J. C. Humphreys, who is serving

with the ship, wrote a note in their

Newsletter about this side of the crew's

off-duty activities. Those who lent a hand

represented a good cross-section — 6

officers, 5 midshipmen, 2 CPOs, 14 P05,

5 leading rates, and 12 junior rates, coming

from air, supply, marine engineering.

seamen, and electrical departments.

'We have yet a little more to do', wrote

Commander Humphreys in March, ’a

couple of bedroom ceilings and just over

half the external walls. We should achieve

that easily during our last two visits.’

Noting that the Home needed £2000

for various items of furnishing and equip«

ment, the Commander said that such a

sum was not a lot to a ship of over 2,000

fit and healthy men. ‘EZOOO then is the

target. Mere chicken feed at less than a

dollar a head for us, but for those in the

Cheshire Home, an iced drink listening to

the radio, and more tidy surroundings

with a cupboard to stow their gear, all the

more enjoyable in the freshly decorated

Home. So get out that folding stuff, those

gash Malayan coins, and fill the collection

boxes that are to be found around the ship.

Why not set a target for your mess? We

have six weeks to make it. Lets do it as an

act of gratitude for our health, and for our

own homes to which we are soon to

return.’

Cardinal Gracias

visits Mangalore Home

On his arrival at the Home on 20th

January, His Excellency Padma Vibhushan

Valerian Cardinal Gracias was presented

with a bouquet by Mrs. Mary Obagaram, a

patient who acts as House Mother. Mrs.
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: OVERSEAS News
Octavia Albuquerque (member of both the

Committee of the Home, and ofthe Mysore

State Social Welfare Board) read the

Annual Report.

She related how the foundation stone of

this Cheshire Home for women had been

laid in February 1964 by Group Captain

Cheshire, and how it had been opened in

August 1965 by the Minister of Social

Welfare. Mysore State.

Cheshire Homes India had given Rs.

3000/— to start the Home off; Swiss

Emmaus, another Rs. 2000/—, provided

that half the inmates were leprosy victims;

and several local people had donated

Rs. 1000/— apiece towards the upkeep of a

bed. All the furniture and equipment were

gifts from citizens of Mangalore.

Vishranthi lllam, Katpadi

Christmas Day 1966 began with a visit

from the Secretary, Mrs. George, at 8 am.

to offer her greetings. At 11 o'clock came

a Christmas Service, with a Tamil hymn

telling of the birth of Christ. There was a

special feast at midday — it had been

donated by members of St. John's

Church. Over 100 inmates, and patients

from a nearby centre, Santhi Nilayam, were

sen/ed with delicious dishes for vegetarians

as well as non-vegetarians.

On New Year's Day, another special

lunch, and in the evening a party of

patients went to meet the Bishop of

Vellore.

The new lndustrial Shed, where the

patients will work, has probably been

completed by now. A handsome contribu-

tion towards the cost of this came from the

Deutscher Assoziazion Hilfswerk, West

Germany, and in January, Mr. William

Gershon, their Regional Secretary in lndia,

went along to see the Katpadi Home.

He took part in a special distribution of

clothing and pocket money to the patients.

Jamshedpur Children's Home

Mr. and Mrs. H. Murphy, who have been

actively concerned with this Home since

its inception in 1956, left India last April

to settle in the U.K. They were both on the

Management Committee, and the Hon.

Secretary writes to say that the Home will

never be the same without them.

Harry Murphy managed to attend to all

that had to be done for the Home, while

his wife, Muriel, organised the Red

Feather Collections every year with such

success that the proceeds increased

annually.

Every Sunday saw both of them at the

Home, and they took a deep interest in

the welfare of each child.



 



MAqic of MAps

by Brian Line (of Le Court)

I began collecting heraldic maps in 1965 after undertaking a job of outwork, hand-colouring some facsimile

maps and antique prints for a local bookshop. Since then, l have become steadily more interested, gaining

both a wider understanding and a greater appreciation not only of heraldic maps but of maps in general.

I shall be well content if the following notes serve as an introduction to whet people's appetite in discovering

for themselves the wide range, the fascination, and the beauty of old maps.

A map of your own county made in, say, the 17th century is in fact a window into that century. Place names,

often phonetically spelt, of towns, villages, and country houses sometimes no longer there, the quaint notes,

and not least the coats of arms, figures, plans and views — all combine to produce a colourful decoration for

the rooms of any house.

Nowadays, you can get quite a wide variety of reproductions of early maps. It is probably safe to say, though,

that in general the only maps reproduced now are the early, decorative, and expensive ones. The country

maps of John Speed, for instance, are well reproduced, and sell for a few pounds, whereas you would have

to pay considerably more for the originals.

It is, however, true that reproductions give a flat appearance in comparison with original maps. This is because

the modern map is printed from a line—block made from a photograph; the originals were printed from engraved

copper plates under great pressure in hand—presses. This pressure on hand-made papers resulted in almost a

texture on the paper, and produced a life and depth on the map wholly lacking in a modern reproduction.

l have been particularly interested in the colouring of antique maps because it was through doing this that

l was introduced to them. Some old maps, such as those issued by the house of Blaeu at Amsterdam in the

17th century, were published already coloured by hand. But it was more usual at that time for someone to

order a map or an atlas from a map-maker and then to have it coloured according to individual requirements

by a colourist.

Framing is another important aspect of the subject; you can make or mar a map by the frame in which you

encase it. The best frames are undoubtedly the black and gilt Hogarth mouldings, which, however, vary a

great deal in quality. Such mouldings as well as showing off the maps to their best advantage, do suit the

traditional style of interior decoration as well as the modern.

Of the cartographers themselves much has been written. Amongst the most widely known in the 16th and

17th centuries was John Speed. I have certainly read more about him than any other.

Speed was born in 1552 at Farndon, Cheshire, his father being a tailor. John followed the same trade at first,

and became a member of the Merchant Taylor's Company. Marrying, and settling in London, he began to

study history. This led on to him producing the magnificent county maps of England for which he is so

deservedly famous. On his maps, he introduced heraldry, town plans and various kinds of ornamentation,

including figures, ships, sea monsters as well as small battle scenes. He was also notable for two very unusual

features; he indicated his sources on the maps, and he revised the various place names, adding details when

necessary. Furthermore, on the back of each map there is always a description and history of the county.

These maps of John Speed were issued and re—issued to an extent that has only recently been fully realised.

The early issues are by far the best in appearance. However, there is no doubt that the plates stood up

surprisingly well to the frequent re-printing of the maps over a period of something like a century and a half,

despite the necessary repairings and re—engravings that had to be done.

Speed also produced many maps of the world, Africa, Europe and other foreign countries. They are mostly

fine maps, and all of course bordered with views of cities, figures in niches, and other kinds of ornamentation.

It is not every day that I have the opportunity of working on a real original Speed map. However, when I do

(it takes a whole day and a half). and l realise that it was not made by photography or any other modem

means, but that each stroke, each mark, was carved with a burr on a copper plate, I can't help being staggered

that Speed incorporated so much information on it.

| find such maps always worth having. But even if I had the money, I haven't the wall-space on which to

hang all the maps I would like to possess. At least, I have had the consolation of knowing the pleasure of

studying them and working on them. As one does so, one can't help thinking that whatever modern maps

may have gained in accuracy they have lost a great deal of their magic.
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EAST MIDLANDS

Regional Editor:

On 10th February, two of Staunton

Harold's Spanish staff were married, and

a small reception was held for them at the

Home; later they left to return to Spain.

We said a very reluctant farewell to Tom

Gair in February; he left us to go to the new

Home in Northumberland, Matfen Hall. A

farewell party was held the night before he

left, to which a number of close friends

came to wish him much happiness in his

new home. Mr. Jones, Chairman of the

Management Committee, spoke of all the

work Tom had done in the past ten years to

help the Home in every way. He is very

much missed by us all, and especially on

the Residents' Committee.

Another wedding on lst April, between

Jeanette and Tony, two of the staff. We all

dranktheirhealth,and shared theirwedding

cake.

19th January, a sunny winter morning,

was a pleasant one at The Grove. The

Norfolk and Suffolk Foxhounds held their

Meet there. Before moving off a collection

was made and the proceeds were presented

to the Home.

At the time of writing, Matron is in

hospital for an operation. We wish her a

speedy recovery.

A new venture at Ampthill is that the

residents now help in the laying of tables

for meals. This is a co-operative effort

between residents to prevent breakages.
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Residents are looking forward to the

holiday at Caister in May, and keeping their

fingers crossed for warm and fine weather.

Both our large and small ambulances

have been of great help in providing trans—

port and so keeping the door to the outside

world open for us all.

A date to note ~10th June. It’s the day

when the East Midland Regional Handi~

craft Exhibition is to be held at the Home.

Mrs. Joan Terry, our cook, left Holme

Lodge in March after almost two years

with us. We welcome Mrs. Henson, no

newcomer, in her place.

in March, too, Mrs. Joan Lamb left us;

she has worked here for three and a half

years, first on the nursing staff and then as

occupational therapist. During the latter

time, she has instilled in residents an

interest and enthusiasm for handicraft work

to a remarkable degree.

Barry Cope and Peter Brown, who came

to us through l.V.S., have been working on

nursing duties:

Since we bought a small printing press in

February 1966, no less than 10,000 tickets

and noteheadings have been printed, for

over 50 different functions in connection

with the Home. It has meant a great saving

in printing charges. The type—setting and

printing are done by two residents with a

volunteer, none of whom have had any

previous experience.

On 15th April, Charles Russell celebrated

his 21 st birthday. A special party was laid

on by the Management Committee, who

presented him with a cheque. Other

presents included a cigarette case from the

staff, and a Ronson cigarette lighter from

his fellow-residents. Being a Pop fan, a

specially invited Pop Group came along in

the afternoon and played some of his

favourite numbers.

Romance is in the air just now at

Hovenden House. Our Matron has

 

announced her engagement to Mr. Walter

Stanhope, and they hope to be married in

August. Mr. Stanhope is an old friend, and

we are delighted to hear that he and Mrs.

Stanhope-to—be will be living in the Home.

The second engagement is between two

of the residents, Eileen Moore and Fred

Bradshaw. They are to be married on 10th

May at Fleet Parish Church, followed by a

reception at the Home. They wish to thank

the Management Committee for making it

possible for them to stay at Hovenden in

the new extension.

This new extension is almost complete,

and we are looking forward to the opening.

In April, a Coffee Morning and Evening,

organised by Mrs. Hunter and Mrs. Carter,

was held in the W.|. Hall, Holbeach. The

magnificient sum of £1,050 was raised to

go to the extension fund.

Seven Rivers has had splendid help

recently from, amongst others, a future

medical student, Francis, who came to us

through Community Service Volunteers,

and two young ordination students.

Great excitement was created when no

less than three fire engines arrived to deal

with a small fire in the kitchen.

Gerry has once again had the maximum

possible of three paintings accepted for

Colchester Art Society's annual show. This

is an excellent achievement since he is up

against many professionals.

Car and van loads of residents have been

over to Felixstowe and Clacton for per—

formances of various shows. The Felix—

stowe one was once more in aid of Seven

Rivers, and attracted great holiday crowds

by its ‘Red Feather Show’ address.

Florence Pitman has been out to 16

meetings, speaking of the work of Seven

Rivers and the Children's Home at Bethle-

hem.

Our extension is now nearly complete,

and consists of a surgery, a room reserved

 



for holiday patients, a B BC TV room, a quiet

room, and a greatly enlarged dining-room.

The new Whitton extension to Stone-

croft House will provide 11 bedrooms,

both single and double. Seven members of

|.V.S. have been working on this new wing,

doing both exterior and interior decoration.

They have also cleared rough ground

ready for further extensions.

We have joined, as a group, the Lincoln-

shire Association, and on 16th January,

their mobile van came with an interesting

exhibition of silverware. We all viewed this

collection, and enjoyed the commentary

given by Mr. Derek Birch.

Miss Tabernacle visited us for one night,

and showed slides of the Home at Addis

Ababa. She also cut the giant Easter egg so

kindly given us by a Grimsby firm.

A party of us went to Market Rasen

Races, and also to the Brocklesby point-to—

point; history doesn't record whether

fortunes were made or lost.

 

 

s 0 U T H W E ST

Regional Editor: Pamela Harvey

Cheshire Week in Devon has just come to

an end as we write, and everyone at Cann

House is eagerly awaiting the results. We

are indeed grateful to our Appeals Staff for

making this week such a success.

Cann House decorating is for the

moment completed. All the passages and

bathrooms are looking very smart with

their tiled floors.

St. Teresa’s seem to be in good spirits

with many outings and indoor entertain-

ments.

Of special interest to St. Teresa‘s and

Cann House was a TV programme on 5th

February showing wonderful views of the

pilgrimage to Mont St. Michel, and of

course our St. Michael's Mount. It was

good to see both Lord and Lady St. Levan

on the screen. We feel they enjoy their

visits to both our Homes just as much as

we enjoy talking with them.

 

SOUTH OF ENGLAND

Regional Editor: Rosa I Searle

St. Bridget's M.O., Dr Bussey, and his

deputy, Dr Clements, have left Sussex for

Australia. The family miss them both. A

warm welcome was extended to Dr and

Mrs. Warrington on his appointment as our

new MO.

The new staff annexe is nearing com-

pletion. Matron and Sister have moved

into their new quarters, and finishing

touches are being put to the remainder.

This added asset makes three single rooms

available to residents. Also a new store

building at the back of the Home is almost

finished. It is hoped that this will solve the

lack of storage space that has been such

a headache for so long.

Entertainments have included a visit to

the pantomime ’Cinderella' at Worthing

Pier; a very pleasant social occasion

arranged for the family by Mrs. F. Thomas,

wife of the licensee of one of the local

hostelries; and film shows by the Variety

Club and others.

Le Court is going to be a changed place

in the future. An extension on to the main

building is gradually taking shape, and

when completed will house 15 more resi-

dents, making the total 54. The hostel for

the Training Corps is also not too far off

completion.

Members of the Winchester Support

Group were afforded an opportunity of

hearing the G.C. when he addressed a

meeting at Winchester College recently.

After years of patiently and painstakingly

overseeing the whole organisation of the

workshop, Laurie Mawer has handed the

job over to Bob Carter. Laurie's ever ready

help has set a high standard for his succes—

sor. However, the system is now so well

established, and runs so smoothly, that

Bob should not find it difficult to be

'Guv'nor' in Laurie's stead.

It was a tribute of appreciation by

Heatherley residents to members of the

Management Committee and staff. It took

the form of a party at which the Caterham

Group of Friends undertook to do catering

and chores. Entertainment was provided

after the meal.

The residents are grateful for the removal

of the ramp from the main entrance. This

has made it possible for them to wheel

themselves in and out of doors at will,

without bothering the staff

Mrs. S. Johnston, 3 member of the

Management Committee, held her annual

Coffee Morning in the dining room. The

rewarding amount taken was £280. Mr.

J. S. Beard, also a member of the Comm—

ittee, presided at a Draw held in the Farrell

Room for the star prize (two tickets for the

Cup Final) offered in a football competition

he organised in aid of Heatherley.

Mr. Bernard Holland of the Coulsdon

Group of Friends took a splendid coloured

film, which he showed the family, of the

various activities involved in the running

of Heatherley.

Visits have been paid to Bertram Mills

Circus at Olympia, the Ice Show at

Wembley, the Black and White Minstrels at

Victoria Palace, a Symphony Concert at

Royal Tunbridge Wells, and 3 'Gang Show'

at Horsham.

 

 

LONDON & SOUTH EAST

Regional Editor: Norman Whiteley

The 6th A.G.M. of Athol House took

place on 6th February. Dr. Agerholm gave

an interesting talk on the progress of the

Homes. Mr. Peace, our Chairman, is

retiring after four years, and we are sorry to

lose him, but we feel sure Mr. Day will

prove a worthy successor.

Our annual Staff Party, organised by

Virginia and Christopher and assisted by

Carolyn, was held on 11th February, and

was a tremendous success. For eats and

drinks we gave the guests country wines

and cheeses; they went down very well.
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The boys of Dulwich College are to be

thanked for three marathon film epics, each

lasting three and a half hours — Richard “I,

Beckett, and Lord Jim.

The annual ballot for new officers of the

resident's Committee was held recently,

and our Vice-Chairman, Paul Driver, was

elected Chairman. Tommy who has been

Chairman for five years, asked the House

to accept his resignation; he has worked

very hard and given loyal leadership.

Entertainments at Mote House have

included two very amusing plays—'Mad

Hatters of Mayfair' given by the Gillingham

Townswomen's Guild, and 'The White

Sheep of the Family' by the Willington

Players.

Two trainees from the Service Corps,

Sadie Story and Carmel Egan, were here

for a month, and were very efficient. Two

members of our staff havejoined the Corps.

The residents are again busy with the

renovating of Christmas cards. Last year,

we made 12,000, and a quantity of tie-on

tags; our profit was E150. This year, we

hope to make 20,000.

The6th A.G.M.ofMoteHousewasheld

at the Home in January, for the first time

being open to the public. We feel it is a

good idea.

We were very pleased to see Mr. and

Mrs. Jackett from Le Court, and Miss

Croisdale, the Principal of the Training

Corps.

The A.G.M. of St. Cecilia's was held on

23rd March, when Mr. Saxon, the retiring

Chairman, gave a resume of the Home‘s

progress.

The Cheshire Homes Day of Prayer

Service in January was conducted by our

new Minister, the Rev. David Chaning-

Pearce and the Reverend Biggs. The

offertory, amounting to nearly £7, was

donated to the Sue Ryder Homes. Mr.

Chaning-Pearce, a champion of Unity, has

had in mind services at which Roman

Catholic and Anglicans can unite in

common worship. He told us that he had

had a most cordial meeting with the Rev.

Fr. Mathers.

Have you ever seen a Potted Panto .7 We

can recommend them, especially as staged

by the Chistlehurst Clubs. One gets the

best of everything - Mother Hubbard and

her Dog, her sailor son, Jack, a shipwreck,

hidden treasure, a Red lndian tribe, a kid-
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napping, and, miraculously, a grand finale

of songs around the campfire.

 

WEST MIDLANDS

Regional Editor: Rosalind Chalmers

AtThe Hill the new Occupational Therapy

Unit has been finished and is in daily use.

We hope the next issue will carry news of

its official opening on April 24th, Open

Day.

Eight |.V.S. volunteers spent Easter

Week with us, helping to redecorate

various parts of the home. This latest party

is the fifth to spend a holiday period here.

The new bus is a blessing, and several

trips in it have been enjoyed, though some

disappointment was caused on Sunday

March 5th when some residents, who

were hoping to go to Buxton, found them-

selves being carried on in a completely

contrary direction through Delamere and

Nantwich.

Greenacres has now received the keys

of their new mini-bus from Mr. T. H.

Richards, Chairman of the Sutton Park

Round Table. The money has been collec-

ted over the last ten months— £600 of it

by B.B.C.'s ’United' in a Football Match

with the Midland All—Stars last September.

We were very pleased to meet members of

‘United' at the presentation, which was

also attended by the Mayor and Mayoress

of Sutton and the Editor of The Birmingham

Post.

We now have our own duplicator—an

Ellam model, a gift from the Young Wives'

League of Friendship, who come in twice a

week to help in the evening.

The new summer-house has been for-

mally presented by Mrs. M. Wynn, Presi-

dent of the North Birmingham Soroptimists

Club. The house, which cost £130, was a

project to show that clubs outside the

Sutton area were interested in the War-

wickshire Cheshire Home.

The new year opened at St. Anthony’s

 

with a splendid concert given by the

Police Cadets, who do such wonderful

work for us. We now have a new source of

service, the Fire Brigade, who send their

junior firemen two days a week to the

Home.

Arrangements have been made for the

|.V.S. to camp here this summer, when they

will help in the construction of a car-park

at the rear. Local coloured students and

police will also help.

After much abortive searching for the

right place for a holiday we have at last

foundit:adelightfu|cottage nearAbersoch

in North Wales. For one month some of the

staff will live there and cook and take care

of 5 residents at a time, until all the family

have taken a holiday by the sea.

An addition to St. Anthony's is an aviary,

a host of birds of all colours and sizes. Not

only do the residents find it pleasant to sit

and watch, but so do the staff— when off

duty of course!

The residents have now adopted the

Childrens Home at Marakesh. Deep plans

are being hatched to raise funds, and the

first effort will be a Chicken and Chip

Supper—and the tickets are sold out

already.

We mustn't forget to mention the resi-

dents' 'Thank-you' Party.This was arranged

and given by the residents, together with a

cabaret, to all those friends of ours who do

so much for the Home. The many letters

received since show how much it was

appreciated.

 

NORTH OF ENGLAND

Regional Editor: Alice M Mackie

One recent highlight at Alne Hall was the

visit of Group Captain Cheshire in April.

We had a most enjoyable party in the

evening to which many friends were

invited. Next day we were pleased to be

able to greet Sue Ryder, who made a



    

  
lightning visit on her way south. G.C.

went on to Spofforth Hall and spoke at

their A.G.M. in Harrogate, and, on the

following evening, at our own A.G.M. in

York.

We are happy to have Sister Kirk, who

has come to help Mrs. Harvey; and some

voluntary helpers, who came for a few

weeks.

The ballroom has been decorated very

tastefully by voluntary painters from

Rowntree's Works, and, with its new green

carpet, is a joy to see and most comfort-

able to sit in.

Entertainments have included a concert

by the Sowerby-Thirsk Male Voice Choir,

musical appreciation evenings, talks with

coloured slides, and an outing to the

Easingwold Grammar School for their

performance of 'Patience’.

Open Day at Alne is 24th June—the

Home's birthday.

Marske Hall Support Groups ran 3

Thrift Shopforten days in Middlesborough,

and raised the magnificent sum of £1,100.

Four residents have already enjoyed an

early holiday at Matfen Hall, the new Home

in Northumberland.

Matfen Hall opened on 12th January,

when Mary Lewin, the first resident, was

welcomed into the Home. Since then, we

have gradually built up to the present total

of 17. it is intended to bring this figure up

to about 20 for the first phase of our

development. The second phase will

involve the installation of a lift, and the

conversion of the first floor.

Five of our 17 residents have come from

other Cheshire Homes. So we have a fair

sprinkling of Cheshire Home experience

amongst us.

Our official Opening on 23rd April will

be performed by our President, the Duke

of Northumberland.

At Kenmore, all activities are con-

centrated on various functions to raise

funds for a minibus. At present, the fund

stands at over £400; so there is still a long

way to go.

Our annual Fete on 20th May will again

be held at Whitcliffe Mount Grammar

School. We are hoping for a bumper gate,

despite the counter-attraction of the

EA. Cup Final. Dr. F. J. Laycock of Halifax

has kindly consented to be the opener.

 

 

S C O T LA N D

Regional Editor: Amelia Bruce

Staff and residents at Carnsalloch had

a very successful little sale of work in

Kirkton village hall in March. The gratifying

sum of £46 was raised for our Hall

Fund. The Hall now seems to be within

reach. And having seen the plans we are

looking forward to the building going up.

Residents who are members of the

Spastics and Polio Clubs in Dumfries

continue to attend and enjoy their

Meetings.

Nine residents had a very happy evening

attending a Fashion Show in Dumfries,

and are grateful to Miss McKie for inviting

them.

We continue to have a monthly visit

from the A.B.C. Film Unit, and see quite a

variety of films.

Mayfield House welcomes three new

residents—Jessie Mclntyre from Armadale,

Peter Saunders from Edinburgh, and Sam

Campbell from Carnsalloch.

A member of the Hydro-Electric Board

visited us and showed maps of all the

stations above and below ground where

work was being done in the British Isles.

Our A.G.M. was held on 24th February

in our new sitting room, the guest speaker

being Dr. Gilloran, M.O.H. Mr. Bromfield

told us that the Home is to be presented

with a new bus. This meeting was followed

by a Wine and Cheese Party, which gave

the Friends of Mayfield a grand opportunity

for a get-together.

On 1st March, Mrs. Kinloch was

presented with a cheque for £98. It was

the proceeds from a dance held by a local

traders association — the Goldenacre Ass-

ociation.

Disabled Week in Edinburgh took

place from 5th to 12th March. A hobbies

exhibition was held in connection with it,

and some of our residents won prizes.

Our Red Feather Appeal Week began on

13th March. We had many willing helpers,

 

both in house and street collections, and

the amount to date is £1,670.

Since the beginning of the year, we have

had 'Enterprise Youth' on our doorstep.

The young people have been shopping,

cleaning the bus, and now some of them

are painting the basement.

 

 

WEST OF ENGLAND

Regional Editor: Bob Hughes

The amenities of the Cotswold Home

have been enhanced by a new Summer

House~a memorial to the late Mr. Jack

Simmons, founder Chairman of the Home.

It was opened by his widow, Mrs. M.

Simmons.

The Gloucester Welsh Society enter-

tained us with excellent choral items one

evening, and later a very humorous play.

Outings have included visits to St.

Mary's Teacher Training College to see

'The Happiest Days of Our Life', and to

lnnsworth R.A.F. for 'Dark of the Moon'.

The Beaufort Hunt met at Greathouse

during January, and at the end of the

month the G.C. visited and talked with us.

Frances Hopwood has returned to the

family from Banstead Rehabilitation

Centre, being followed by Ernie Green,

whom she met there, and to whom she

became engaged.

Our new Matron, Mrs. Loveridge, is

settling in.

Mrs. Westrop—who recently gave the

Home a heated food trolley—is spending

the summer in the US, and we shall miss

her frequent car trips while she is away.

Following his success in Trinidad, our

Chairman, Mr. Moysey Adams, is going

to Spain, in an effort to establish a Cheshire

Home there.
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WA L E 5

Regional Editor:

New Years Day 1967 at Danybryn. After

our usual Sunday afternoon service, which

was conducted by the Rev. W. S. Pontin,

Rural Dean of Llandaff, we enjoyed a

lovely concert arranged by Mrs. Elliot

Seager. Compered by Mr. Watkins, and

with the Lyrian Singers as guest artists,

we had an hour of beautiful music.

The Cheshire Homes Day of Prayer

Service on 22nd January was well

attended and much appreciated. There

were readings by Matron, several residents,

and others from outside. The Address was

given by Mr. J. Haddock, a friend who

helps the Home in many ways.

Entertainments at the Home have

included concerts by the Cardiff Lady

Singers, the Heath Citizens Association,

bingo evenings, and a variety of films.

Parties went out to see the pantomime,

Mother Goose, at the New Theatre,

Cardiff, and the films, My Fair Lady and

Dr. Zhivago.

During the winter months at Dolywern,

friends brought many entertainments,

including operatic concerts, dramatic

concerts, music concerts (one by the Rhos

Male Voice Choir before their American

tour), and bingo. Living so far out in the

country we do appreciate all these visits.

Residents have been taken for drives in

our minibus, and those interested have

attended football matches. We are most

grateful to our voluntary drivers for their

kindness in giving up their valuable time.

 

We shall remember them . . .

Amongst recent deaths were:

Chappell On 26th February, Alfred

William Chappell, aged 72, a resident at

Le Court since 1951.

Clayden On 4th April, George Clayden,

aged 50, a resident at Seven Rivers

since 1958. He married Alice Cox in

June 1959.

Grant On 31st January, John Grant,

aged 41, a resident at Ampthill Park since

1966.

Knox On 8th December, Mary Knox,

aged 46, a resident at Kenmore since

1963.

Livock On 20th March, Mrs. Eunice

Livock, aged 56, a resident at Kenmore

since 1961.

Martindale On 18111 March, Mary

Martindale, aged 34, a resident at

Dolywern since 1963.

Napier On 13th December, Tom Napier

aged 28, a resident at Mayfield House

since 1963.

Williams On 3rd March, John Stanley

Williams, aged 78, a resident at Dolywern

since 1962.

Would the Homes kind/y send relevant

details for this column direct to the

Editorial Office, or through the Regional

Editors.

 

Presenting the Mullard Award

In the evening of 28th February, a happy

event took place at The Hill — in the new

O.T. room. It was the presentation to

Tom Dugdale, GSKQK, of the Mullard

Award, a high distinction from the Radio

Society of Great Britain. The award took

the form of a silver plaque suitably in-

scribed and a miniature oscilloscope.

The presentation was made by Mr.

Basil O'Brien of the R.S.G.B. in the

presence of 12 of Tom's friends. Mr.

O'Brien read a long citation about Tom

Dugdale, his disablement, and his deter-

mined efforts both to become a ’radio

ham' and to foster the growth of the

Cheshire Homes Radio Network. To

this, Tim's reply was short and pithy. He

thanked the Society for all the nice things

said about him, and likened it to 'the

praise usually given in an obituary which

one is not privileged to hear.‘

Tom's original radio room had to be

cleared by order of the Fire Authority
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after his accident last year in which a large

area of his body as well as his right hand

and arm were very badly burned. It is now

hoped that a new receiver and transmitter

will be installed for Tom to use in the

recently built O.T. room.

At Mary Marlborough Lodge, Oxford,

where he went for exhaustive tests, Tom

has had some modifications built into his

powered wheelchair. He has been fitted

with a 'rocker arm' consisting of a metal

trough into which his forearm rests, this

being fastened through several universal

joints to his chair. The device gives him

remarkable mobility in the right arm, and

enables him to feed himself much more

easily. It will, he is hoping, also enable

him to engage in once again, and with

greater ease, his amateur radio activities.

C.D.M. Honours

Have you heard of the Cadburys Dairy

Milk Honours List? Of course, its largely

 

an advertising gimmick, but thousands of

people have been nominated to receive an

award for acts of personal sacrifice,

loyalty and patience under difficult condi-

tions. One who recently received an award

was Miss N. Sheehan of Darnell Road,

Edinburgh. ‘Every Sunday,‘ states the

citation, ’she uplifts the patients at the

Cheshire Home, and drives them to

church.’ We thought that a rather nice way

of putting it.



Hats Are Disappearing

by Ped

Many years ago, when we had austerity

and a Labour government, and l was an

impecunious young man suspended be-

tween the day's toil and evening classes, I

would ride the escalator at Oxford Circus

Underground, reading the advertisements.

Well, what else can you do on an escalator?

Interesting advertisements, some of them,

'English Rose', 'Au Fait' . . . but there was

this one with a smart young fellow in a

trilby ~ ’If you want to Get Ahead, Get a

Hat' it shrieked, and never failed to turn the

knife in my guilt complex. I hadn't got a

Hat, and I didn't want to Get Ahead, just to

Keep Up, or at least not too Far Behind.

Now Hats are disappearing, and the

Spaniards are asking for Gibraltar. This

should be looked into.

Let's begin at the beginning. How did

Hats appear in the first place? For what

reason did primitive man first decide that

he needed something, besides his lank

locks, to cover his brain-pan? If we look at

the surviving primitive men we see the

answer. Reason One was Status. Some-

thing to make him look more important,

bigger, fiercer, more awe-inspiring, more

gruesome than he was already. Or she. We

still see these Status Hats every year at

Ascot.

Reason Two was protection. There was

this primitive Genius, extra large brain and

extra thin skull to keep it in place. Genius

knew that Thin Skull + Enemy with Large

Club : Brains All Over the Place (TS +

ELC : BAOTP). So he made a helmet.

Policemen and motorcyclists still use it.

Lastly, came sybaritic primitive man,

lover of comfort. He plaited a straw hat to

keep the sun and the rain off his head.

You've all seen pictures from sunnier lands

of a horse wearing a straw hat, two ears

sticking through the crown? This proves

that some people think that Hats are a good

thing for horses.

So why are Hats disappearing? Well, we

are an egalitarian society. It isn't the done

thing to look more important than, or even

different from, your neighbour. The best

people don't do it any more; so Status Hats

are out. Except for Ascot and suchlike.

Again, we are a (fairly) peaceful society.

Nobody and nothing threatens our brain-

box unless we happen to be policemen or

motorcyclists or bank messengers. Hel—

mets are out. We are quite as sybaritic as

ever we were, but nobody goes out in the

sun or the rain any more; we sit in our

warm, shady little tin motor cars. Have you

ever tried wearing a three—foot coolie hat

in a mini?

You don't agree that Hats are disappear-

ing? Go out and stand in the High Street

for an hour, preferably on the draughtiest

corner, and count the passers-by. Apart

from policemen, motor-cyclists and ladies

on their way to Ascot, what percentage of

them were wearing Hats?

You take my point?
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Mission for the Relief of Suffering
Registered in the UK. as a Charity

Founders: Sue Ryder, 08E, Group Captain G L Cheshire VC DSO DFC and Rev Mother Teresa MC

President: Mrs Lakshmi Pandit

Out of the combined work of the Sue Ryder

Forgotten Allies and the Cheshire Founda-

tion Homes for the Sick there has evolved

the concept of an association — or family —

, of separate and autonomous organisations,

each devoted in its own way to the relief

of suffering, but all sharing the same ideals

and principles. The function of this Mission

is, on the one hand, to strengthen its

member-organisations by virtue of making

them part of some larger entity, and, on the

other hand, to extend their opportunity of

doing good by the possibility of joint and

concerted action. Application for member-

ship from any charitable organisation is

always welcome.

The Raphael Settlements

As one step towards this goal, the For-

gotten Allies and the Cheshire Homes have

pooled some of their resources and

experience in order to establish a series of

International Settlements in different parts

of the world, the primary aims of these

being:

(i) to supplement the work of the two

Foundations by taking those specialised

cases which neither of them are able to

admit;

(ii) to safeguard and develop the spirit of

the Mission as a whole;

(iii) to test out new ideas.

Dehra Dun, U.P., India.

(Tel. Dehra Dun 901)

Beautifully situated in the foothills of the

Northern Himalayas, the first Raphael is

the Far Eastern Headquarters ofthe Mission.

Beginning with only tents in April 1959, it

today houses 96 leprosy patients, 50 men-

1 Sue Ryder Forgotten Allies Trust

Registered as a Charity

Founder: Sue Ryder, O.B.E.

Hon. Advisers: Sir Eric Berthoud, K.C.M.G.,

K. Johnstone Esq., C.M.G., J. Priest Esq.

Personal Secretary: Miss P. Bains

Secretaries: Miss C. Brookes, Mrs. l. Gee

Hon. Treasurers: S. Poole Esq.,

H. lnce Esq., T. Siddall Esq.

Hon. Medina/Advisers:

Dr. Grace Griffiths, M.B., M.R.C.P.,

Dr. M. Ryder, M.B., Dr. W. Tillman, M.D.,

M.R.C.P. .

Appeals Secretary: Mrs. J. Griffiths-Jones

All enquiries about Sue Ryder Forgotten

Allies Trust should be made to Sue Ryder

Home, Cavendish, Suffolk. (Glemsford

252.)

Following the relief work started in 1945

in many camps, hospitals and prisons for

the victims of Nazism, there is today still

much individual case-work throughout

Germany, in addition to the following:

Sue Ryder Homes for Concentration

Camp Survivors.

Cavendish and Melford, Suffolk. 140

Forgotten Allies are brought each year from

40

the Continentfor a complete holiday and to

join those permanently there.

Sue Ryder Home for

Disabled Forgotten Allies.

Hickleton Hall, near Doncaster. Yorks.

(Goldthorpe 2070)

St. Christopher Settlement.

Grossburgwedel, Hannover.

Secretary: Mr. Jerzy Neumann.

Eight homes and several flats, built mostly

by international teams of volunteers for

those whose health is broken, and for

others released from prison and in need of

rehabilitation and help.

St. Christopher Kreis.

Berlinerstrasse, Frankfurt a.m.

Chairman: H. H. Princess Margaret of Hesse

and the Rhein.

Since 1945, Sue Ryder has been personally

responsible for the visiting, after-care, and

rehabilitation of the homeless boys of

eight nationalities in German prisons.

Homes for the sick in Poland.

Chairman; Director Rabczynski, Ministry

of Health and Social Welfare, Warsaw.

Sick and

tally retarded children, and 20 other child-

ren who, although fit, come from unsatis-

factory home circumstances. Raphael is

planned as a whole village of Homes for

many different kinds of people in need.

Hon. Sec: Mrs. Ava Dhar.

Hon. Welfare Officer: Mrs. D. Rawlley.

Clock Barn Lane, Hydon Heath,

Godalming, Surrey, England.

(Tel. Hascombe 383)

The English Raphael provides accommoda-

tion for the older age groups, and for

married couples (both young and old) who

might otherwise be forced by their dis-

abilities to separate.

Warden: Lt.-Co|. R. Taylor, M.B.E.

Prefabricated buildings, each containing

forty beds and costing £7,000 are sent

from England to relieve the distress of the

Forgotten Allies. Fourteen Homes have

been established at Konstancin, Zyrardow,

Naleczow, Helenow, Pruszkow, Radzymin,

Bydgoscz, Zielona Gora, Gdynia and Gora

Kalwaria, etc.

Homes for the Sick and Disabled in

Jugoslavia.

Chairman: Dr. Kraus, Minister of Health,

Belgrade.

Three Homes have been established for

120 patients on the outskirts of Belgrade,

and a further four Homes are at Pristina,

Pec, Travnik and Kragvjevac.

Home for the Sick and Disabled in

Greece.

Chairman Mr. Theologos. Institute for

Research and Development of Vocational

Rehabilitation of Disabled, Athens.

One Home has been established near

Athens.



 

   Registered in accordance with the Charities Act'1960

The Homes, which care for the incurably

sick or permanently disabled, mostly in the

younger age-groups, are autonomously

run by local committees within the general

aims and principles of the Foundation. In

each country there is a central trust which

owns all the properties, presides over the

Homes, and isthe source of the committees'

authority. Average number of residents

when Home is complete: 30.

United Kingdom

All enquiries about U.K. Homes to:

7 Market Mews, London W.1

Tel: 01-499 2665

Z The Cheshire Foundation Homes for the Sick

Patrons: Dr. G. C. Cheshire, F.B.A., D.C.L.,

The Rt. Hon. The Lord Denning, P.C.

Chairman: The Rt. Hon. Lord Justice Ed-

mund Davies.

Trustees: Dr. Margaret Agerholm, M.A.,

B.M., B.CH.(Oxon.)/Peter Allott, Esq.,/

Group Capt. G. L. Cheshire, V.C., D.S.O.,

D.F.C.,/Mrs. Sue Ryder Cheshire, O.B.E.,/

Mrs. M. M. Clark, J.P.,/R. G. Emmett,

Esq.,/The Earl Ferrers,/His Honour Judge

Rowe Harding/J. H. Inskip, Esq., Q.C.,/

The Lady St. Levan, J.P.,/H. E. Marking,

Esq., M.C.,/Miss C. E. Morris, M.B.E.,/

B. Richards, Esq.,/Peter Rowntree, Esq.,/

W. W. Russell, Esq., (Vice-Chairman),/The

Lord Sinclair, M.V.O., (Managing Trustee).

Secretary: Miss E. Mayes.

Assistant Secretary: Mrs. Elizabeth Chad«

wick.

Hon. Medical Adviser: Dr. Basil Kiernan-

der, M.R.C.P.

Hon. Treasurers: J. R. Handscomb, Esq.,

R. G. Emmett, Esq.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

U.K. Cheshire Homes Directory Tel. Nos.

Office Residents

Alne Hall, Alne, York Tollerton 295

Ampthill Park House, Ampthill, Beds. Ampthill 3247 3173

Athol House, 138 College Road, London, S.E.19 01—670 3740 ... . 6770

Beechwood, Bryan Road, Edgerton, Huddersfield, Yorks Huddersfield 29626 22813

Cann House, Tamerton Foliot, Plymouth, Devon Plymouth 71742 72645

Carnsalloch House, Kirkmahoe, Dumfries Dumfries 4924 2742

*Chiltern Cheshire Home, Powell St. Marys, North Park, Gerrards Cross, Bucks.

Coomb, Llanstephan, Carmarthenshire Llanstephan 292 310

Cotswold Cheshire Home, Overton Road, Cheltenham, Glos. Cheltenham 52569

Danybryn, Radyr, Glamorgan Radyr 237 335

Dolywern, Pontfadog, Llangollen, Denbighshire Glynceiriog 303

*Eithinog, near Colwyn Bay, Denbighshire

Greathouse, Kington Langley, Chippenham, Wiltshire Kington Langley 235 327

Greenacres, 39 Vesey Road, Sutton Coldfield, Warwicks Sutton 7753 7960

Greenhill House, Timsbury, near Bath, Somerset Timsbury 533

The Grove, East Carleton, Norfolk, Nor. 94W Mulbarton 279

Heatherley, Effingham Lane, Copthorne, Crawley, Sussex Copthorne 2670 2735

*Hertfordshire Cheshire Home, Hitchin

The Hill, Sandbach, Cheshire Sandbach 566 508

Holme Lodge, Julian Road, West Bridgford, Nottingham Nottingham 89002

Honresfeld, Blackstone Edge Road, Littleborough, Lancs. Littleborough 88627 880651

Hovenden House, Fleet, Spalding, Lincolnshire Holbeach 3037

Kenmore, Whitcliffe Road, Cleckheaton, Yorkshire Cleckheaton 2904 2724

Lake District Cheshire Home, Holehird, Windermere, Westmorland Windermere 2500 387

Le Court, Liss, Hampshire Blackmoor 364 229

Llanhennock Cheshire Home, Caerleon, Mon. Caerleon 545

Marske Hall, near Redcar, Yorkshire Redcar 2672

Matfen Hall, Matfen, Northumberland Stamfordham 212

Mayfield House, East Trinity Road, Edinburgh 5 Granton 2037 4157

*Mickley Hall, Mickley Lane, Totley, Sheffield, Yorkshire

Mote House, Mote Park, Maidstone, Kent Maidstone 87911 38417
   



    

  
 

*Oxfordshire Cheshire Home

Tel. Nos.

, Office iResidents

 

 

St. Anthony's, West Midland Cheshire Home, Stourbridge Road, Wolverhampton, Staffs.

St. Bridget's, The Street, East Preston, West Sussex

St. Cecilia's, Sundridge Avenue, Bromley, Kent

St. Teresa's, Long Rock, Penzance, Cornwall

Seven Rivers, Great Bromley, Colchester, Essex

*Seven Springs, Pembury Road, Tunbridge Wells, Kent

Womboum 3056

Rustington 3988

01—460 8377

Marazion 336

Ardleigh 345

2060

”.7179:

365

463

 

South-West Lancashire Cheshire Home, Springwood House, Liverpool 19

 

Spofforth Hall, near Harrogate, Yorkshire

Staunton Harold, Ashby-de-la-Zouch, Leicestershire

Stonecroft House, Barnetby, near Brigg, Lincolnshire

White Windows, Sowerby Bridge, Yorkshire

Mental Rehab/marten Hostels

Miraflores, 154 Worple Road, Wimbledon, S.W.20

Gaywood, 30 The Downs, Wimbledon, S.W.20

Nicholas House, 3 Old Nichol Street, Bethnal Green, E.2.

Homes for Mentally Handicapped Children

Hawthorn Lodge, Hawthorn Road, Dorchester, Dorset

The Green, Christleton, near Chester

Overseas Homes

Secretary: Miss E. Keleher, 5 Market Mews, London, W.1. Tel: 01 -499 2287

C EY L0 N Chairman: Sir Richard Aluwihare, K.C.M.G., O.B.E.

Cheshire Home, Mt. Lavinia.

Spofforth 284

Melbourne 2371

Kirmington 244

Halifax 81981

Wimbledon 5058

Wimbledon 9493

Shoreditch 5165

Dorchester 1403

Chester 35503

287

2387

82173

9298

 

Cheshire Home, Wester Seaton Farm, Negombo.

 

C H l L E Chairman: Mr. Revel Dick

 

Cheshire Home, Santiago (Mr. John F. Parkes, Edificio Espana, Santiago).

 

EIBE Chairman: Conor A. Maguire.

Ardeen, Shillelagh, Co. Wicklow.

 

Rathfredagh House, Newcastle West, Co. Limerick.

St. Laurence Cheshire Home, Nr. Dunkettle, Cork.

 

St. Patrick's Cheshire Home, Tullow, Co. Carlow.

E T H l 0 PIA Chairman: Woizero Makeda Kiflegzi.

Cheshire Home, P.O.B. 3427, Addis Ababa.

H 0 N G K0 N G Chairman: Mr. K. 5. Lo.

Cheshire Home, Chung Hom Kok, Nr. Stanley.

CM‘

 

INDIA Chairman: Major-General Virendra Singh Managing Trustee: J. A. K. Martyn, O.B.E.

Office: 534 Raja Basantaroy Road, Calcutta, 29.

Cheshire Home, Rustam Bagh Estate, H.A.L. Main Road, Domlur, Bangalore, 17.

Cheshire Home, opp. Buddhev Colony, Kareli Baug, Baroda.

Bethlehem House, Cheshire Home, Andheri, Bombay, 69.

Cheshire Home, Burnpur. (Lt. Col. Kak, 3 The Ridge, Burnpur).

Shanti Rani House, 13 Upper Strand Road, Serampore (nr. Calcutta), W. Bengal.

*Cheshire Home, Coimbatore. (Major R. S. Rao, Shri Rama Krishna Nursing Home, R. S. Puram, Coimbatore).

Govind Bhawan, 16 Pritam Road, Dehra Dun, UP.
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Banarsidas Chandiwala Swasthya Sadan, Kalkaji, New Delhi.

Rustomji P. Patel Cheshire Home, Sundernager, Jamshedpur, nr. Tatanager, Bihar.

Vishranthi lllam, Katpadi Township (North Arcot), Madras State.

Anbu Nilayam, Covelong, Chingleput Dt., Madras.

Cheshire Horne, Kankanady, Mangalore, 1.

*Cheshire Home, Meathmarg, Ranchi (Lt. Col. Kak, 3 The Ridge, Burnpur.)

Cheshire Home, Bishop's Compound, Poona, 1.

Rajaji T. B. Sanatorium, Tiruchirapalli.

JORDAN Chairman: Rt. Rev. Mgr. Nameh Simaan, V.G.

Cheshire Home, P.O.B. 100, Bethlehem.

KENYA Chairman: Air—Marshal Sir Francis Fressanges, K.B.E., C.B.

Likoni Cheshire Home, P.O. Box 2661, Mombasa.

*Amani—Cheshire Home, Nairobi. (Mrs. D. Hughes, P.O. Box 2693.)

MALAYSIA and SINGAPORE Chairman: The Hon. Mr. Justice Tan Ah Tah.

Registered Office: 103 Chulia Street, Singapore 1.

Johore Cheshire Home, Jalan Larkih, Johore Bahru.

*Cheshire Home, Kuching, Sarawak. (Mr. Alan Lim, P.O. Box 200, Kuching.)

Rumah ’Amal Cheshire, 7-;- Mile lpoh Road, Batu Caves, Kuala Lumpur, Selangor.

Cheshire Home, 90 Nicholl Drive, Telok Paku, Singapore, 17.

 

MAURITIUS Chairman: Mr. L. Epsitalier Noel.

Cheshire Home, Tamarin.

MOROCCO Patron: H. E. The Princess Lalla Fatima Chairman: Mme. J. M. Cherifa d'Ouezzane.

*Cheshire Home, Marrakesh.

 

Dar el Hanaa, 3 Place des Aloes, Marshan, Tangier.

NIGERIA Chairman: Federal Chief Justice Sir Adetokunbo Ademola.

O

 

Cheshire Home, Enugu.

 

Oluyole Cheshire Home, P.O. Box 1425, Ibadan.

 

177 Agege Motor Road, Mushin, Lagos.

 

Obiomo Cheshire Home, 6 Onwenu Street, Port Harcourt.

O
O
O
O

 

PAPUA 8 NEW GUINEA Chairman: P. Chatterton, Esq.

 

Cheshire Home, Box 527, Boroko, Port Moresby.

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS

CM

 

The Philippine Cheshire Home, Inc., 84 Congressional Road, Project 8, Quezon City.

PORTUGAL Chairman: Sr. Joao Guades de Sousa.
 

Lar da Boa Vontade, Rua Candido Reis, 38 — Santo Amaro de Oieras.

 

SIERRA LEONE Chairman: The Hon. Banja Tejan Sie.

 

Sir Milton Cheshire Home, Bo.

Cheshire Home, Freetown.

SOUTH AFRICA Chairman: F. A. Jackson, Esq.

 

Queensburgh Cheshire Home, 890 Main Road, Moseley, Natal.

 

*Cheshire Home, P.O. Box 3088, Port Elizabeth, Eastern Province.

THAILAND Chairman: Princess Prem Purachatra.

 

Cheshire Home, c/o 25 Chitlom Lane, Bangkok.
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  UGANDA Chairman: M. J. P. Keating, Esq.

*Cheshire Home, Naguru, Kampala, Buganda.

*Nadiope Cheshire Home, Mbirizi, Busoga Province (W. V. K. Chadwick, Esq., PO. Box 408, Jinja). L

*Cheshire Home, Tororo. (Alan Walker, Esq., P.O. Box 223, Tororo.)

WEST INDIES

*Cheshire Home, Jamaica. (Mr. Graham Fulton, c/o Royal Bank of Canada, Kingstoni.)

Cheshire Home, St. Andrews Gardens, San Fernando, Trinidad.

*Homes in preparation. '

C For crippled children. CM For mentally-retarded children.

Overseas Homes are generally known by the names shown in bold letters

3 Missionaries of Charity

Mother Teresa was born in Albania in

1910. In 1928 she came to Calcutta to

join the Loretto teaching order. Here she

remained for 20 years until the call came

to devote her life to the poor and destitute.

So with the permission of the Church she

founded a new congregation, the Mission-

aries of Charity, dedicated to the service of

the poorest and most abandoned. Today

her congregation, which numbers over

250 Sisters and 13 Brothers, runs 14 Homes

in India, mostly for the dying, many schools,

 

L For burnt-out leprosy cases suffering from consequent disabilities.

and has now spread to Venezuela.

Enquiries to: Mother Teresa Committee

(U.K.), 0/0 2 Silvermere, Byfleet Road,

Cobham, Surrey.

 

Small Advertisements

Note to Advertisers. All enquiries,

and matters regarding advertising in

Cheshire Smile, to be sent to: The

Secretary, Cheshire Smile, Le Court,

Liss, Hants.

Pen Friendship Club for all types of

disabled people. Anyone wishing to

join, write giving details of age, interests,

etc., enclosing s.a.e., to Mrs. D. B.

MacDonald, Flat Four, 5 Bolton Road,

Chiswick, London, W.4.

Old Map of Middlesex. By John Cary.

Published 1777. Size — 11%" x 13%".

Also 6 facsimiles of The Livery

Companies of City of London (Apothe-

carys Hall, Carpenters Hall, Brewers Hall,

Vintners Hall, Clothworkers Hall, and

Stationers Hall). Originally published in

1828. Engraved by W. Henshall, from the

original drawings of Thomas H. Sheperd.

These measure 6" x 4", and each picture

is hand—coloured, mounted in sunk ivory.

Mounts ready for framing — 83 6d each,

full set 455 0d. Write: Brian Line, Le

Court, Liss, Hants.

‘The Cheshire Homes—A Pictorial

Record'. Attractive souvenir volume of

200 pictures. 43 6d post free. Reductions

for quantity orders from Homes.

 

Subscription Form

(Please write ‘RENEWAL' if you are already a

subscriber)

Annual Rate-7s. 6d. (post free)

If you would like to receive the Cheshire Smile

regularly, please fill in your name and address

below and post this form, with a remittance for

7s. (id. to The Treasurer, The Cheshire Smile,

Le Court, Liss, Hants.

(Mgr—REL‘EIIPIS are sent only on request.)

Mr./Mrs./Miss
 

| wish to commence with the issue

 

(block capitals)

 

 

Date

All cheques, P.O.’s etc., to be made payable to

THE CHESHIRE SMILE 13/2

 

It may be easier for many people to take out a three-year subscription for 213. (post free). Others may find it more convenient to make

out a Banker's Order for the remittance to be sent regularly to our bank (Barclays, Petersfield, Hants) every yearwithout any bother to

themselves.  


